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ABSTRACT
Background: Helping patients make patient-centered treatment decisions requires treatment
effect evidence aligned to the circumstances of individual patients. This evidence must include
relationships between treatment and the array of possible outcomes that can result. Outcomes
can be beneficial to the patient (eg, increased survival or cure rates) or detrimental (eg,
increased adverse event risk, pain associated with actual treatment, direct treatment costs,
time required for treatment). Randomized controlled trials are usually insufficient to supply this
evidence as they are generally only powered to estimate the treatment effect on a single
outcome and may not reflect the circumstances of many patients in the real world. Analysis of
observational data is an alternative to find treatment effect estimates across patient
circumstances and across outcomes. Observed treatments found in these databases are not the
result of randomization, but rather of choice. Real-world treatment choices often involve
complex assessments of the expected effects of treatment across many outcomes. Failure to
account for this complexity when interpreting treatment effect estimates using observational
data could lead to clinical and policy mistakes. This study assesses the proper interpretation of
treatment effect estimates with observational data when treatments have both beneficial and
detrimental effects on outcomes and these effects are heterogeneous across patients.
Objectives:

1. Use simulation methods to assess the properties of regression and instrumental
variable (IV) estimators when both treatment benefits and detriments are
heterogeneous across patients.
2. Use regression and IV estimators to estimate the benefits and detriments associated
with renin-angiotensin system antagonists (angiotensin-converting
enzyme/angiotensin-receptor blockers [ACE/ARBs]) in secondary prevention for
stroke patients with and without chronic kidney disease (CKD).
3. Use chart abstraction data to assess the assumptions underlying the regression and
IV estimators used in objective 2 and guide estimate interpretation accordingly.
Methods: Simulation methods generated treatment choices and outcomes when treatment
effects were heterogeneous across patients for both benefits and detriments. Treatment
effects were estimated for all outcomes using alternative estimators. The effects of ACE/ARBs
on outcomes were estimated by CKD status using both regression and IV estimators for
Medicare patients with new ischemic stroke events in 2010. Instruments were based on
geographic variation in ACE/ARB use. Data from chart abstractions for 840 of the Medicare
patients used in the estimation for objective 2 were used to assess the assumptions underlying
the estimators.
Results: Simulation showed that IV and regression treatment effect estimates using
observational data are conditional on the distributions of expected benefits and detriments in a
study population. This limits the ability to generalize estimates to other populations. ACE/ARB
treatment effects on stroke patients vary with CKD status. Data abstracted from charts suggest
bias in regression estimation. Assumptions underlying IV estimation appear more credible.
3

Conclusions: If treatment choices are a function of expected effects over more than one
outcome, treatment effect estimates require strong assumptions to be generalized beyond
each study population. Medicare analysis suggests that changes in ACE/ARB use rates would
have different survival effects for stroke patients with and without CKD. Higher ACE/ARB use
rates for non-CKD patients were associated with higher 2-year survival rates, whereas higher
ACE/ARB use rates for CKD patients were associated with lower 2-year survival rates. While the
negative survival estimates for patients with CKD were not statistically different from zero, they
were statistically lower than the estimates for non-CKD patients. In this study, instrumental
variable estimators appear to have minimal risk of bias, as data abstracted from charts for CKD
patients show that confounders unmeasured in Medicare claims but available in the patient’s
chart were not generally associated with the instrumental variable used.
Limitations and Subpopulation Considerations: Using stratification to estimate specific
treatment effects for subpopulations reduces the ability to find statistically significant
treatment effects in each subpopulation. We were able to estimate statistically significant
treatment effects for the non-CKD patients in our population. While there were clinically
meaningful and statistically significant differences in estimated treatment effects between the
CKD and non-CKD patients, the estimated effects for the CKD patients were not statistically
different from zero. We are exploring alternative model estimation approaches to estimate our
parameters more precisely.
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BACKGROUND
Knowledge Gap To Be Addressed
The PCORI Board of Governors stated in 2012 that patient-centered outcomes research
should help patients answer the following question about their treatment choice: “Given my
personal characteristics, conditions, and preferences, what should I expect will happen to me?”
Many factors underlie this statement. First, including individual patient “preferences” in this
definition suggests that treatments often affect many outcomes that patients care about that
can be either benefits or detriments, and that different patients may care about these
outcomes differently. Second, treatment effects on these outcomes often vary or are
“heterogeneous” across patients given their personal characteristics and conditions. Third,
treatment choice for each patient should consider the comparative effects of each treatment
across outcomes and the preferences each patient has over these comparative effects. Fourth,
variation in treatment effects and preferences across patients suggests that in real-world
medical practice not all patients should be treated the same.
Unfortunately, there are large knowledge gaps that need filling to ensure that care is
patient-centered. The most urgent gap may be the ability to provide information to patients on
what they should expect to happen to them given their personal characteristics and conditions.
While randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are the gold standard in estimating treatment effects,
RCT estimates may not be properly generalized to many patients in real-world circumstances.112

Analysis of observational data has been suggested as an alternative to find estimates of

treatment effects across patient circumstances and across outcomes.9,12-14 Observational
databases often afford large sample sizes providing power to estimate treatment effects across
patient subsets for alternative outcomes. However, if the treatment variation observed in these
databases stems from patients making treatment decisions in expectation of individual-specific
treatment effects and preferences, this has real implications on the ability to generalize
treatment effect estimates across patients. Studies offering broad generalizations of estimates
across patients without proper consideration of treatment effect heterogeneity and choice can
lead to improper conclusions and misguided clinical and policy recommendations.15
5

The goal of this research is to shed additional light on the proper interpretation of
treatment effect estimates using observational data to help ensure that treatment effect
estimates in future research are properly interpreted. We specifically explore situations in
which treatment effects vary across patients and across outcomes using simulation modeling.
In addition, we use Medicare data to estimate the effects of renin-angiotensin system
antagonists (angiotensin-converting enzyme/angiotensin-receptor blockers [ACE/ARBs]) as
secondary prevention poststroke for patients with and without a history of chronic kidney
disease (CKD).

Treatment Effect Estimate Interpretation Background
The health care literature is beginning to recognize the importance of variation in
treatment effects across patients or “treatment effect heterogeneity” when evaluating the
potential effects of policies designed to modify health care decisions in practice. 16-22 If
treatment effects are heterogeneous across patients, it may not be valid to use the single effect
estimate from an RCT as the basis for these evaluations.16 In addition, an extensive methods
literature focuses on treatment effect estimate interpretations using observational databases
when the effect of treatment on the study outcome or the “outcome of interest” is
heterogeneous across patients.23-27 This literature describes the conditions under which various
estimators can produce estimates of treatment effect parameters, such as the average
treatment effect across a population (ATE); the average treatment effect on the treatment in a
population (ATT); the average treatment effect on the untreated in a population (ATU); and the
local average treatment effect (LATE), which is the average treatment effect for those patients
in a population whose treatment choices are sensitive to the value of a specific instrumental
variable (IV). An instrumental variable or “instrument” is a measured factor that has a strong
relationship with treatment choice and is assumed to have no causal relationship to study
outcomes or other unmeasured factors related to study outcomes. This literature stresses the
importance in estimate interpretation of “sorting on the gain” or “essential heterogeneity” in
which treatment choice reflects the expected treatment effects on the outcome of interest for
each patient.24,28-31 Studies have shown that alternative estimators yield estimates of distinct
treatment effect parameters.24,28-30,32 As a result, with essential heterogeneity, treatment effect
6

estimates for the outcome of interest can differ across estimators for the same study
population and all be correct.24,28-30 In addition, studies have shown that using alternative
instruments in an IV analysis with the same population can yield different estimates of LATE for
the outcome of interest.33-36
However, this is not the end of the parameter variation story. With essential
heterogeneity, the true values of ATT, ATU, and LATE in study populations will reflect the
distribution of other factors affecting treatment choice within each population. 37,38
Consequently, treatment effect estimates for the outcome of interest can differ across study
populations and be correct for each study population. We demonstrate this result here using
scenarios in which a treatment has heterogeneous effects across more than one outcome.39,40
Theoretical models of essential heterogeneity over a single outcome of interest are insufficient
to describe observed behaviors like “treatment-risk paradox.”41-46 Treatment-risk paradox is the
label applied to clinical situations in which patients thought to have the most to gain in the
outcome of interest from treatment are observed in real-world practice to be the least likely to
be treated. A possible explanation for treatment-risk paradox is that patients with the most to
gain from treatment in the outcome of interest may have higher expected losses from
treatment in other outcomes. Instead of sorting on the gain from a single outcome, observed
treatment variation may result from “sorting on the mix” of expected benefits and detriments
across outcomes.
The implications of treatment effect heterogeneity across outcomes on treatment
choice and the inferences that can be made from treatment effect estimates using
observational data have not been investigated. If treatment choice affects an array of outcomes
differentially across patients, and expected treatment effects affect treatment choice, the true
treatment effect parameters on the outcome of interest can vary across study populations or
within stratified subsets of the same study population. For example, research assessing the
treatment effects of statins after acute myocardial infarction (AMI) in the Medicare population
found similar survival benefits from statins for both complex and noncomplex patients, yet
treatment rates for complex statin patients were much lower than for the noncomplex
7

patients.47 Stratified analysis by patient complexity revealed that complex AMI patients had
adverse event risks that were not observed in the noncomplex patients. It is possible that lower
statin-prescribing rates for complex AMI patients in practice reflected consideration of both the
benefits and detriments of statin use in complex patients. Modifying statin-prescribing rates for
the complex AMI patients to match the rates in the noncomplex patients could result in
intolerable increases in adverse event rates for complex patients.
Therefore, interpreting treatment effect estimates on a single outcome of interest
without considering the effects of treatment on other outcomes can lead to improper
conclusions and misguided clinical and policy recommendations. In addition, if treatment
effects vary or are heterogeneous across outcomes, then the best treatment choice can vary
across patients. Consequently, the relevant objective is not to find the single effective
treatment to be used by all patients but rather to find the effective mix of treatments across
patients. We define “effective mix” as the state in which no patients could have switched their
treatment choice and improved their outcomes. The effective mix is analogous to John
Wennberg’s notion of the “right rate.”48 Objective 1 of this study was to use simulation
modeling to demonstrate these points. We assessed the sensitivity of treatment effect
estimates from regression and IV estimators when treatment effects are heterogeneous across
outcomes and treatment choice reflects this heterogeneity. Each simulation scenario was
designed so that the assumptions required for the consistency of regression and IV estimates
were met. As a result, the estimates in all scenarios were not affected by unmeasured
confounding and the differences across estimators and across scenarios reflect only differences
in the true parameters being estimated. The distribution of the treatment effects across the
population for the designated outcome of interest was designed to be the same across
scenarios. The distribution of treatment effects across other outcomes was varied across
scenarios. We also created scenarios in which the treatment effect expectations did not match
the true relationships across the patient population, which leads to an “ineffective” mix of
treatment choices across the patient population and shows how regression and IV estimates
across outcomes can be used to diagnosis this problem.
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As a complement to our simulation results, in objective 2 we applied regression and IV
estimators to a clinical scenario in which a treatment is expected to have both benefits and
detriments that are heterogeneous across patients and the “right” treatment rate is uncertain.
We evaluated our treatment effect estimates in terms of whether they provide information on
whether existing treatment rates are “right”48 and whether estimates are externally valid across
patient populations. We employed the use of renin-angiotensin system antagonists (ACE/ARBs)
in secondary stroke prevention to demonstrate these relationships. It has been suggested that
ACE/ARBs are underutilized in secondary stroke prevention 49 and that ACE/ARBs are generally
protective of kidney function.50 However, it has also been suggested that increased ACE/ARB
use rates are related to the increased prevalence of acute renal failure and end-stage renal
disease.51-55 Given these possible detriments, “judicious” use of ACE/ARBs is being stressed. 56
Current stroke guidelines suggest using ACE/ARBs to prevent recurrent stroke and other
vascular events but recommend that treatment choice should be “individualized” in light of
patient characteristics such as CKD.57 As a result, it is possible that the perceived underuse of
ACE/ARBs in practice represents optimal prescribing for patients with higher risk of renal
dysfunction.58-60 Alternatively, it is possible that current ACE/ARB treatment rates reflect an
overreaction by providers to potential renal risks and other ACE/ARB adverse events and that
many stroke patients who could have benefited from ACE/ARBs have not received them. We
estimated the effect of ACE/ARB use after ischemic stroke for Medicare patients on 2-year
survival, 2-year stroke-free survival, and 2-year incidence of acute renal failure. We estimated
models using the full study population and stratified analysis based on whether patients had a
diagnosis of CKD before or concurrent to their ischemic stroke. We interpreted these estimates
in light of our simulation results to assess whether clinicians correctly sorted ACE/ARBs among
stroke patients.
The goal of objective 3 was to assess the assumptions underlying the regression and IV
estimators used in objective 2. In this study, confounding variables are defined as those related
to ACE/ARB use after stroke that have either a direct effect on study outcomes or are related to
other factors affecting study outcomes. The positive properties of regression and IV revolve
around assumptions related to unmeasured confounding variables. For regression treatment
9

effect estimates to be unbiased, all unmeasured factors affecting outcomes must be unrelated
to treatment choice. Similarly, for IV treatment effect estimates to be consistent, unmeasured
confounders must be unrelated to the instrument used to isolate treatment variation. We
obtained the medical charts from the index stroke inpatient stays for a sample of the patients
with CKD in objective 2. We created a structured data abstraction tool to obtain measures from
the medical charts that we thought could affect study outcomes but that could not be
measured using Medicare claims. For the regression estimator we estimated the mean
differences in these measures between patients treated and not treated with ACE/ARBs after
stroke discharge. For the IV estimator, we grouped patients based on the instrumental variable
used in objective 2 as well as local area ACE/ARB treatment rates, and estimated the mean
differences in the abstracted measures between these groups. These differences were used to
ascertain violations of assumptions underlying each estimator when using Medicare claims
alone to estimate treatment effects and to suggest direction in bias when interpreting these
estimates.

Objectives
1. Use simulation methods to assess the properties of regression and IV estimators when both
treatment benefits and detriments are heterogeneous across patients.
2. Use regression and IV estimators to estimate the benefits and detriments associated with
renin-angiotensin system antagonists (ACE/ARBs) in secondary prevention for stroke
patients with and without CKD.
3. Use chart abstraction data to assess the assumptions underlying the regression and IV
estimators used in objective 2 and guide estimate interpretation accordingly.
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METHODS
Objective 1
Use simulation methods to assess the properties of regression and IV estimators when
both treatment benefits and detriments are heterogeneous across patients.

Interpretive Framework
Assume the research goal is to assess the comparative effectiveness of a treatment (T)
relative to an alternative (A) on the outcome of interest (Y#) across a population of patients
with a given health condition. However, for each patient the decision of T versus A affects K
distinct outcomes (Yk), which include Y#.39,40 The Yks can represent benefits (eg, increased cure
or survival probabilities) or detriments (eg, direct treatment costs, time costs, or adverse event
risks).39 Equations (1)-(3) describe the true effect of T relative to A on each outcome Yk for
patient “i” with a counterfactual model:
(1) Yk1i = δk0i + δk1i
(2) Yk0i = δk0i for all k = 1 to K.
Yk1i equals outcome “k” for patient “i” if treated with T, and Y k0i equals the value of
outcome “k” for patient “i” if treated with A. The treatment effect (TE) of T relative to A on
outcome “k” is specific to each patient:
(3) TEki = Yk1i – Yk0i = δk1i
The parameters δk1i can be positive or negative across the “k” outcomes depending on
how each outcome is measured. For example, relative to A, for patient “i” T may increase cure
probability and cost but increase adverse event risks. The treatment effect for the outcome of
interest for patient “i” is designated δ#1i.
Research to obtain evidence about the distribution of δ#1i across patients requires a
dataset in which Ti varies across patients. In observational health care databases this variation
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results from different patient–provider dyads making different treatment choices. Following
suggested approaches,26,61 treatment choice is modeled here on the beliefs or expectations
each dyad “i” has about how treatments will affect each Y k outcome for patient “i” and the
values “i” places on each of the K expected outcome changes:
(4) Ỹ
k1i = αk0i + αk1i for k = 1 to K
(5) Ỹ
k0i = αk0i for k = 1 to K
̃
(6) TE
ki = Ỹ
k1i − Ỹ
k0i = αk1i for k = 1 to K
(7) NVi = ∑Kk=1 Vki •(αK1i)
(8) Ti = 1 if (NVi > 0), 0 otherwise.
Equations (4) and (5) are patterned after (1) and (2), except the α k0i and αk1i parameters
reflect “i’s” effectiveness beliefs with respect to each outcome “k”. Ỹ
k1i and Ỹ
k0i are “i’s”
̃
expected results for outcome “k” if treated with T and A, respectively, and TE
ki is the expected
treatment effect. NVi is the expected net value of T relative to A for dyad “i” at treatment
decision time. The parameters Vki (k = 1 to K) reflect the value “i” places on each unit of
expected outcome change. The Vkis are positive for outcome changes that benefit the patient
and negative for outcome changes detrimental to the patient. A dyad chooses Ti if NVi > 0.
Variation in Ti across patients with the same condition in an observational health care database
stems from differences in the belief and value parameters in equation (7) across the patient–
provider dyads.
The specification of the K outcomes important to patients in equation (7) makes their
role explicit when interpreting and generalizing treatment effect estimates across study
populations. In prior discussions of essential heterogeneity, only variation in α#1i across patients
provided the basis for “sorting on the gain.” It was acknowledged that treatment choice can
affect other outcomes (eg, costs), but it was also assumed implicitly that no relationships
existed between α#1i and treatment effects on the other outcomes.23,25 In real-world practice it
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is possible that correlations exist in treatment effects across outcomes and across patients and
that these correlations can differ across study populations. For example, in complex elderly
populations, patients with the highest expected benefit from treatment in the outcome of
interest may also have the highest expected risk of detriment from treatment. This positive
relationship between benefit and detriment may not exist for younger noncomplex patients.

Simulation Approach
We expanded the simulation model of treatment choice and outcome used in prior
research37,62 to include 2 outcomes representing the benefit (B) and detriment (D) associated
with treatment choice. For this exercise B and D are modeled as discrete events. Relative to
alternative (A), for patient “i” treatment (T) increases the probability of both the benefit P(B i)
and detriment P(Di) occurring. These probabilities are heterogeneous across patients based on
a factor (Xi) that is observed by the decision dyad but is unobserved by the researcher. These
relationships are represented by the following equations for patient “i”:
(9) P(Bi) = δB0 + (δB10 + δB11•Xi)•Ti
(10) P(Di) = δD0 + ((δD10 + δD11•Xi)+νi)•Ti
Ti = 1 if patient “i” receives treatment, and 0 if patient “i” receives A. X i affects the effect
of Ti on both P(Bi) and P(Di) but does not have a direct effect on either P(Bi) or P(Di). The true
treatment effects of T relative to A for patient “i” are represented by the following 2 equations:
(11) TEBi = (δB10 + δB11•Xi)
(12) TEDi = ((δD10 + δD11•Xi)+νi)
Because Xi is in both equations, varying the parameters in equations (11) and (12) leads
to different relationships in treatment effects across outcomes in the simulated populations.
We labeled B as the outcome of interest and fixed the parameters in equation (11) across
simulations. The parameters in equation (12) were varied across simulations to reflect distinct
treatment effect relationships between TEBi and TEDi in each population. A “noise” term νi is
13

specified in equation (12) to portray real-world conditions in which the correlations in
treatment effects across outcomes are not perfect.
Xi affects net treatment value through its influence on expected treatment effects as
seen in the following relationship:
(13) NVi = VB•(αB10 + αB11•Xi) + VD•((αD10 + αD11•Xi)+νi) + VZ•Zi + μi,
where NVi is the expected net value of T relative to A for patient “i”; V B is the value each
patient gains if the benefit occurs; and VD is each value a patient loses if the detriment occurs.
These value terms can be patient-specific as in equation (7). In our simulations we specified
them as constants across patients to focus on the implications of correlations of treatment
effects across outcomes. The parameters in equations (11) and (12) reflect the true treatment
effect relationships conditional on Xi, whereas the parameters in equation (13) reflect the
expected treatment effects conditional on Xi when the treatment decision is made. This
distinction enabled us to simulate the consequences when expectations do not match the true
treatment effects for each patient. VB•(αB10 + αB11•Xi) represents the value that decision dyad
“i” places on the expected change in benefit probability associated with treatment. V D•((αD10 +
αD11•Xi)+νi) represents the value decision that dyad “i” places on the expected change in the
probability of the detriment associated with treatment. Zi and μi represent factors affecting net
treatment value that have no effect on either P(Bi) or P(Di). Zi is measured by the researcher
and μi is not. Zi will serve as our instrument and is specified as a binary variable. VZ is specified
as a negative value if Zi = 1 and a positive value if Zi = 0.
Five simulations scenarios were generated by varying the parameters in equations (11),
(12), and (13). These scenarios are summarized in Table 1. Simulated patients were randomly
assigned values of Xi, Zi, νi, and μi using distributions detailed in Table 1. NVi was then computed
for each patient. Following standard discrete choice theory,63 simulated patients chose
treatment (Ti) if NVi was greater than zero. Equations (11) and (12) were used to estimate the
“true” benefit and detriment treatment effects for each patient, respectively, conditional on
treatment choice. Using the outcome probabilities from equations (9) and (10), respectively,
14

benefit/nonbenefit (Bi) and detriment/nondetriment (Di) binary outcomes were simulated for
each patient using the Bernoulli option within the RAND function in SAS 9.1. The Bernoulli
option simulates a binary outcome (1 if the outcome occurs, 0 otherwise) based on the
probability of an outcome occurring.
In all 5 scenarios the true distribution of TEBi conditional on Xi was distributed uniformly
across patients between 0 and 0.25 with an average treatment effect on the benefit in each
simulated population of 0.125. For the benefit outcome, the expected treatment effect used in
treatment choice equaled the true treatment effect (δB10 = αB10 and δB11 = αB11) in all scenarios.
The δD10, δD11, αD10, αD11 parameters were modified across scenarios to reflect different
correlations between benefit and detriment treatment effects and distinct relationships
between expected and true treatment effects on the detriment. In scenario 1, a negative
correlation existed between TEBi and TEDi. Patients with low values of Xi had the highest
probability of benefit from treatment and the lowest probability of detriment. RCTs often use
exclusion rules to try to isolate patients like those in scenario 1. Scenario 2 was also
characterized by a negative correlation between TEBi and TEDi, but relative to scenario 1,
patients in scenario 2 had a higher probability of detriment at every X i level. Scenario 3 displays
treatment-risk paradox with a positive correlation between TEBi and TEDi. Patients with low
values of Xi had the highest probability of both benefit and detriment from treatment. In
addition, in scenario 3 the probability of detriment was high enough that for most patients with
low Xi values NVi < 0. In scenario 4, patients had the true detriment relationship in scenario 2,
but treatment decision-makers had expectations of detriment risk as in scenario 1. Scenario 4
occurred if providers accepted the claims of external validity of RCT results for a new treatment
without experiencing how the treatment worked in patients different from those in the trial.
Scenario 5 was like scenario 4 except that the true detriment relationship matched the
treatment-risk paradox case of scenario 3.
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Table 1. Parameters for 5 Simulation Scenarios With Varying Relationships of Treatment
Effect Heterogeneity Across 2 Outcomes
Scenarios
Parameters

1

2

3

4

5

αB10

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

αB11

−0.25

−0.25

−0.25

−0.25

−0.25

δB0

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

δB10

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.25

δB11

−0.25

−0.25

−0.25

−0.25

−0.25

αD10

0.05

0.10

0.35

0.05

0.05

αD11

0.10

0.20

−0.35

0.10

0.10

δD0

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

0.35

δD10

0.05

0.10

0.35

0.10

0.35

δD11

0.10

0.20

−0.35

0.20

−0.35

VB

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

VD

−1800

−1800

−1800

−1800

−1800

VZ

−50 if Zi =1;
50 if Zi = 0

−50 if Zi =1;
50 if Zi = 0

−50 if Zi =1;
50 if Zi = 0

−50 if Zi =1;
50 if Zi = 0

−50 if Zi =1;
50 if Zi = 0

Xi

Uniform(0,1)

Uniform(0,1)

Uniform(0,1)

Uniform(0,1)

Uniform(0,1)

νi

Normal(0,.01)

Normal(0,.01)

Normal(0,.01)

Normal(0,.01)

Normal(0,.01)

μi

Normal(0,25)

Normal(0,25)

Normal(0,25)

Normal(0,25)

Normal(0,25)

Zi

Bernoulli
P(Zi=1) = 0.5

Bernoulli
P(Zi=1) = 0.5

Bernoulli
P(Zi=1) = 0.5

Bernoulli
P(Zi=1) = 0.5

Bernoulli
P(Zi=1) = 0.5

Note: δB0 untreated true benefit probability; δD0 untreated true detriment probability; δB10, δB11 true parameters
relating the heterogeneity of treatment on benefit to X i; δD10, δD11 true parameters relating the heterogeneity of
treatment on detriment to Xi; αB10, αB11 expectation of parameters relating the heterogeneity of treatment on
benefit to Xi; αD10, αD11 expectation of parameters relating the heterogeneity of treatment on detriment to X i.
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In all 5 scenarios, 1000 simulations were run, each containing 5000 patients. Within
each simulated population we calculated the true ATT, ATU, and LATE for both the benefit (B i)
and detriment (Di). We identified the simulated patients whose treatment choices were
responsive to their instrument values in each simulation run—the marginal patients.64,65 These
patients were used to find the true LATE in each scenario. Marginal patients were those with (a)
Zi equal to 1 who did not choose treatment but would have chosen treatment had Z i equaled 0,
or (b) Zi equal to 0 who chose treatment but would not have chosen treatment had Z i equaled
1. Using the Ti, Bi, Di, and Zi values in each simulation run, we estimated equations (9) and (10)
using regression and IV estimators and compared the estimates to the true ATT and LATE
values.

Objective 2
Use regression and IV estimators to estimate the benefits and detriments associated
with ACE/ARBs in secondary prevention for stroke patients with and without CKD.

Data Sources
Medicare data were obtained from Chronic Condition Data Warehouse (CCW). We
received data for all Medicare fee-for-service enrollees diagnosed with a stroke during 2010.
For these patients we obtained CCW files for 2009, 2010, 2011, and 2012, including institutional
claims (inpatient, outpatient, skilled nursing facility, hospice, and home health agency settings),
noninstitutional claims (physician/supplier and durable medical equipment), and the Medicare
Part D prescription drug event files that include the National Drug Code of dispensed
medications, service date, medication strength, quantity, and days supplied. We also obtained
the beneficiary summary file containing beneficiary demographic information; residence zip
code; monthly Medicare Parts A, B, C, and D enrollments; and date of death. Additional data
sources included zip-code level socioeconomic data from the US Census Bureau and a file
previously developed by the project team containing the driving distance and time between any
2 zip code centroids throughout the United States and comprising more than 61 million unique
driving trips.
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Study Population
We included Medicare patients with incident ischemic stroke during 2010 with sufficient
observation windows to measure all study variables. Using the CCW stroke definition,66 we
found each patient’s first inpatient stay with a primary stroke diagnosis during 2010 and
designated this as each patient’s index stroke and the date of inpatient admission for the index
stroke as each patient’s index date. Our study population included patients who (1) were 66
years or older at their index date to ensure at least 1 year of Medicare eligibility before their
index date; (2) survived their index stroke hospitalization and 30 days after discharge from their
index stroke institutional stay to ensure our ability to measure treatment consistently across
patients; (3) were enrolled in Medicare Parts A and B from 12 months before their index date
through 2 years after discharge from their index stroke institutional stay or their death date; (4)
were enrolled in Medicare Part D from 12 months before their index date to 1 month after
discharge from their index stroke institutional stay; (5) were not in hospice from 12 months
before their index date to 1 month after discharge from their index stroke institutional stay; (6)
had no stroke in the 12 months before their index date; (7) had no inpatient admission in the 30
days after discharge from their index stroke institutional stay; (8) had no diagnosis of end-stage
renal disease or renal cancer and did not receive dialysis during the 12 months before their
index date; and (9) had an index diagnosis of ischemic stroke. Table 2 shows the impact of
these criteria on our study population. There were 35 679 patients with complete information
for our analysis, 9092 with a diagnosis of CKD from 12 months to index through the index stay,
and 26 677 without CKD.

Treatment Measure
Medicare Part D event data before and after discharge from a patient’s stroke
institutional stay were used to measure ACE/ARB use. In this study, “stroke institutional stay”
was defined as the period from the index stroke admission date to the date the patient was
discharged home. This period encompassed all direct transfers between institutions (eg, acute
hospital to skilled nursing facility). If a patient filled an ACE/ARB prescription in the 30 days
after being discharged home or had sufficient ACE/ARBs at home before discharge to cover the
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30 days after discharge, then the ACE/ARB treatment variable was set to 1 (otherwise to 0). We
used ”days supplied” information on all prescriptions filled by each patient before discharge to
estimate the days of supply remaining at discharge. We excluded all patients from the study
population who died or had an inpatient stay during the 30 days after stroke discharge to
ensure that all patients had a consistent amount of time to fill prescriptions after discharge. 67
Table 2. Effects of Inclusion Rules on Study Population for Medicare Fee-for-Service Patients
With Index Inpatient Stay With a Primary Diagnosis of Stroke in 2010
Number of Patients
Inpatient stay with a primary diagnosis of stroke in 2010

142 203

≥66 y at diagnosis

140 385

Survived the index stroke inpatient stay and 30 d after
discharge

113 785

Enrolled in Parts A and B from 12 mo before index stay to 2 y
after discharge or until death date

102 091

Enrolled in Part D from 12 mo before index stay to 1 mo after
discharge

94 343

Not in hospice from 12 mo before index stay to 1 mo after
discharge

91 419

No stroke in 12 mo before index stay

74 047

No inpatient admission in the 30 d after discharge

63 827

No diagnosis of end-stage renal disease or renal cancer and did
not receive dialysis during the 12 mo before index stay

62 151

Had index diagnosis of ischemic stroke

35 769

Had diagnosis of CKD from 12 mo before index stroke through
the index stay

90 92

Abbreviation: CKD, chronic kidney disease.
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Outcome Measures
This study had 3 outcomes: 2-year survival; 2-year stroke-free survival; and 2-year renal
events (acute renal failure or end-stage renal disease).
•

2-year survival equaled 1 if the patient survived 2 years post–index stroke discharge to
home, 0 otherwise, according to the CCW Medicare beneficiary file;

•

2-year secondary stroke-free survival equaled 1 if the patient survived 2 years post–index
stroke without a recurrent stroke based on the CCW stroke defintion, 66 0 otherwise;

•

2-year renal events equaled 1 if the patient had inpatient or outpatient claims with ICD-9
codes with acute renal events (584.xx and 580.xx) or end-stage renal disease (585.6) within
2 years of the index stroke admission, 0 otherwise.

Covariates
Using Medicare beneficiary files, Medicare claims from 12-months before the index
stroke through the index stroke inpatient stay, and US Census data, we specified a series of
covariates describing patient demographic, financial, and insurance variables; baseline medical
history and general comorbidities; specific conditions thought to be adverse events of
ACE/ARBs; complications during the index stroke institutional stay; therapy provided during the
index stroke institutional stay; lengths of stay for institutional stroke stay by unit and facility
type; medication use before the index stroke; and other medications prescribed upon
discharge. The list of covariates can be found in Appendix A, including variable names,
definitions, descriptions of the algorithms, and data sources used to specify each covariate in
the analyses. Demographic characteristics (eg, age at index stroke, sex, race) were obtained
from the CCW Medicare beneﬁciary file. We developed comorbidity concepts related to the use
of ACE/ARBs for secondary prevention of stroke after a thorough review of available measures.
The Elixhauser Comorbidity Index (ECI) served as the base for this effort because of its wide
acceptance, common use, and broad spectrum of conditions.68 Some conditions were
separated out of the Elixhauser categories for emphasis (eg, hyperkalemia). Several conditions
in the ECI were considered irrelevant to this study by our clinical experts and thus were not
specified. Other conditions that we considered important were added using commonly
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accepted claims-based algorithms (eg, CCW66, Mini-Sentinel69). Definitions of these other
conditions were taken from published studies or ICD-9 code definitions. Most comorbidities
were identified using Medicare claims for the 12 months before the index inpatient stroke
admission date through the index stroke institutional stay except for complications such as
sepsis and pneumonia, which were assessed only during the index stroke institutional stay.

Instrument Specification
“Instruments” in IV analyses are measured factors having a strong relationship with
treatment choice and are assumed to have no direct relationship to study outcomes or other
unmeasured factors related to study outcomes. By this definition, random assignment can be
considered as the perfect instrumental variable. With these characteristics, instruments
essentially provide an ex post randomization of a factor affecting treatment choice across
patients.70-76 Local area physician practice style has been shown to be a practical and rich
source for instrument development.36,38,47,77-88 The approach used here to measure local area
practice styles has explained larger portions of treatment variation than other approaches and
effectively balanced measured confounding variables.81,87-90 We produced zip code-specific
practice style measures reflecting the ACE/ARB treatment choices for Medicare stroke patients
living within a driving distance of each zip code. Driving distance is the approximate mileage
required to drive from one zip code centroid to another. Driving distances were expanded
around each zip code, which added patients from additional zip codes until a defined threshold
number of patients was found. For the set of patients found around each zip code, an area
treatment ratio (ATR) was estimated as the ratio of the number of these patients that received
ACE/ARBs after stroke over the sum of the predicted probabilities of these same patients
receiving ACE/ARBs after stroke. Predicted treatment probabilities were estimated for each
patient based on a logistic model of treatment choice over all the stroke patients in our study
using baseline covariates in Appendix A as independent variables. A zip code with an ATR
greater than 1 suggests greater provider preference in the local area for prescribing an
ACE/ARB after stroke than the average zip code area, and an ATR less than 1 suggests lower
preference than average.
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Analysis Approach
We stratified the Medicare ischemic stroke patients in our study population into CKD
and non-CKD subpopulations. Within each subpopulation we assessed the distributions of
measured covariates between patients who used an ACE/ARB after discharge and those who
did not. For each covariate we tested its univariate association with ACE/ARB treatment choice.
In addition, we grouped covariates into 17 conceptually based groups:
1. General comorbidities
2. Prior conditions seen as ACE/ARB adverse events
3. Prior conditions seen as adverse events for substitute drugs
4. Age
5. Sex
6. Race
7. Metropolitan status of patient zip code
8. Patient-specific and patient zip code–specific socioeconomic variables
9. Medicare Part D-related variables at index date
10. Patient-specific frailty index based on prior services billed to Medicare
11. CKD stage (for CKD subpopulation only)
12. Drugs used in the 180 days prior to index
13. Drugs used in the 30 days after index discharge
14. Number of distinct drugs patient was using on index date
15. Admission type
16. Therapy services used during index admission
17. Days spent in different settings during the index institutional stay
We estimated a multivariate linear probability model of ACE/ARB choice and performed
Chow F-tests to assess whether each concept group had an independent association with
treatment choice.91 We then grouped patients into quintiles based on ATRs of their residence
zip codes and tested for trends in each covariate across these ATR-based groups.92,93
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Next, both regression and IV estimators were used to estimate average absolute effects
of ACE/ARBs on study outcomes using the following linear specification:
(14) Yi = α0 + α1 ∙Ai + α2 ∙Xi , where
Yi equals 1 if the outcome occurs for patient “i”, 0 otherwise; Ai equals 1 if the patient
“i” received an ACE/ARB prescription in the 30 days after index stroke discharge, 0 otherwise;
and Xi is a vector containing all measured covariates. The parameter α1 equals the absolute
effect of ACE/ARB use on the probability outcome Yi occurring. The regression value of α1 is an
estimate of the average effect of ACE/ARB use on the treatment patients (ATT), while the IV
value of α1 is an estimate of the local average treatment effect (LATE) of ACE/ARB use for those
patients whose choice of ACE/ARB is a function of local area practice styles. A linear probability
model was used for the regression analysis, and linear 2-stage least squares (2SLS) was used for
the IV analysis. As each dependent variable in this study is a binary variable, these linear
specifications yield direct estimates of absolute treatment effects. Because of our large sample
size, our parameter estimates should be distributed normally via the central limit theorem
regardless of the distribution of the underlying error term.94-96 The estimators we use provide
consistent estimates of the treatment effect parameters we desire using the fewest
assumptions. It is well known that the linear 2SLS estimator produces a consistent estimate of
the absolute LATE regardless of the distribution of the underlying error term.97 With nonlinear
models such as the IV-based nonlinear residual inclusion estimator, it is not possible to estimate
LATE directly. Nonlinear estimators force heterogeneity in absolute treatment effects across
patients with the measured covariates in the model whether this heterogeneity truly exists or
not. Estimation of an absolute LATE using a nonlinear estimator would require averaging the
estimated absolute treatment effects across the subset of patients whose treatment choices
were sensitive to the values of the instrument. The subset of patients whose treatment choices
are sensitive to the values of the instrument are often called “marginal patients” in IV studies.64
However, it is not possible to identify marginal patients ex post in empirical studies.
Furthermore, simulation research has shown that averaging estimates of absolute effects
across the entire study population in nonlinear IV estimators only closely approximates LATE
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under the strong assumption that marginal patients are distributed evenly throughout a study
population.98 In fact, the nonlinear residual inclusion estimator only yields unbiased estimates
of the average population treatment effect (ATE) under the same condition.98 Likewise, with
large sample sizes and standard regression assumptions, the linear probability model provides a
consistent estimate of the absolute average treatment effect on the treated (ATT).32,96 This
estimate is also robust to the underlying error distribution.96 The consistency of nonlinear
regression estimators is conditional on error distribution assumptions; these estimators also
force absolute treatment effects to be heterogeneous across patients with the measured
covariates in the model whether this heterogeneity truly exists. All linear probability model and
2SLS analyses were estimated using robust standard error methods using STATA software.
2SLS estimation also involved estimation of first-stage treatment choice equation of the
form:
(15) Ai = β0 + β1 ∙Xi + β2 ∙Ri , where
as above, Ai equals 1 if the patient “i” received an ACE/ARB prescription in the 30 days
after index stroke discharge, 0 otherwise; and Xi is a vector containing all measured covariates.
Ri represents a set of variables describing the ACE/ARB area treatment ratio (ATR) in the
residence zip code of patient “i”. ATR is the instrument variable we use in the analyses. We
used several different approaches to specify Ri. We tested the statistical significance of
variables used to specify the instruments in equation (15) and performed over-identification
tests to assess whether our assumed exclusion of the instruments from the outcome
relationships was appropriate.99,100 We then interpreted the regression estimates of ATT and
the IV estimates of LATE for both CKD and non-CKD patients, considering our simulation results
to address our research hypotheses.
If the null hypothesis is that existing ACE/ARB use patterns for secondary stroke
prevention are correct, this means that providers are correctly sorting ACE/ARB across patients
to reflect each patient’s trade-offs of benefits and detriments. The alternative hypothesis, as
suggested in the literature,49 is that the ACE/ARB use rate for secondary stroke prevention is
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too low. Under both the null and alternative hypotheses, the patients currently treated with
ACE/ARBs should have positive secondary stroke-free survival benefit with few adverse events.
The effects of treatment rate differences will vary with each hypothesis. Under the null
hypothesis, we expect that higher ACE/ARB treatment rates will yield little to no increase in
survival rates but yield higher adverse event risks. In this case the LATE estimate of ACE/ARB
treatment on survival would be small and the LATE estimates on adverse event risks would be
positive. Under the alternative hypothesis, higher ACE/ARB treatment rates will yield higher
survival rates but have little or no effect on renal event rates. In this case we would observe the
LATE estimate of ACE/ARB treatment on survival to be positive and the LATE estimate on renal
risk to be insignificantly different from zero. We tested for differences in ACE/ARB absolute
effect estimates between the CKD and non-CKD patients101,102 and used bootstrapping to
contrast the empirical distributions of treatment effects across estimators and between CKD
and non-CKD patients.103

Objective 3
Use chart abstraction data to assess the assumptions underlying the regression and IV
estimators used in objective 2 and guide estimate interpretation accordingly.

Sampling
Using the 9092 ischemic stroke patients with CKD from objective 2, we selected a
stratified random sample of stroke patients based on 3 factors:
1. Observed ACE/ARB prescription fills after index stroke as measured in Medicare Part D
claims (fill in 30 days after discharge—or a 30-day ACE/ARB supply on the shelf at
discharge).
2. Zip code–level local ACE/ARB area treatment rates (ATRs) after stroke (high or low ACE/ARB
area, using patients from the highest and lowest quintiles).
3. Geographic region, using the 4 US Census Geographical Regions: Northeast (NE), Midwest
(MW), South (ST), and West (WT; US Census Bureau, 2014).
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Our goal was to obtain charts for 210 patients from each geographic region distributed
across 4 groups within each region: (1) ACE/ARB use in 30 days after index discharge and lived
in a high ACE/ARB area; (2) ACE/ARB use in 30 days after index discharge and lived in a low
ACE/ARB area; (3) no ACE/ARB use in 30 days after index discharge and lived in a high ACE/ARB
area; and (4) no ACE/ARB use in 30 days after index discharge and lived in a low ACE/ARB area.
This required either 52 or 53 stroke cases to be abstracted from each of these 4 strata in each
geographic region.

Medical Chart Procurement
To obtain 840 charts, the investigators worked with CCW and Information Collection
Enterprises (ICE). Based on our previous work suggesting we needed at least 69% more
abstraction requests to obtain a sufficient number of charts, investigators randomly selected
1424 patients for chart requests based on the criteria described previously to ensure 840
completed abstractions.104 ICE disseminated chart requests for the initial sample on October 2,
2015. Charts were included in the analysis sample based on receipt until the desired number of
charts in each stratum were obtained. Within a geographic area we kept 53 charts for the first 2
strata to reach 53 charts. We kept 52 charts for the remaining 2 strata.
The inpatient claims for the index stroke for the abstraction subsample were linked to
the Provider of Services (POS) file, a public use file made available by the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services (CMS), to obtain hospital contact information for requesting the medical
charts. We sent a patient finder file to CCW to obtain patient names for inclusion with the chart
requests. The finder file also contained an encrypted identification number for each patient.
CCW provided patient information to ICE directly along with the encrypted identification
number. ICE mailed a chart request packet to each facility that had a patient in the study. The
packet included a cover letter from the principal investigator; a 2-page abstract describing the
study objectives; a copy of the CMS data use agreement to document approval to request
medical charts; the approval letter from University of South Carolina Institutional Review
Board; a medical chart coversheet that contained patient-specific identifiers (name, social
security number, and Medicare health insurance claim); and the admission date of the
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hospitalization chart being requested. The packet also included detailed instructions to
photocopy the chart and send all components by secure package to ICE. Hospitals were
reimbursed a standard amount per chart for photocopying and US mail costs. Often the acute
portion of an index stroke hospitalization occurred at 2 facilities if a patient was transferred to
another hospital. For the 2% of cases in which a transfer occurred, charts were requested from
both hospitals. Failure to obtain charts from both hospitals rendered the case incomplete, and
it was not abstracted.
If the requested medical charts were not received by ICE within 30 days of the original
request, then the medical charts department was contacted by telephone to re-request the
chart. In some cases, a copy of the original packet was mailed again. After these efforts to
obtain charts from the initial sample were exhausted, and after abstractors successfully
reviewed charts for the original sampling wave, 15 chart requests from a second wave
(oversample) were disseminated on May 13, 2016, to obtain the necessary number of medical
charts for each stratum.

Data Collection Tool
We created a structured data abstraction tool to obtain information from the medical
charts of the sampled patients for the index hospital stay, which could have included treatment
at 2 facilities if the patient was transferred during the acute stay. The data collection tool was
based loosely on an instrument used for our previous AMI study.104 The tool can be found in
Appendix B. We also leveraged key questions from other well-designed medical chart
abstraction tools such as the Women’s Health Initiative105 and the Adult Comorbidity Evaluation
(ACE-27).106 We examined clinical practice guidelines for management of acute stroke
patients107 and secondary prevention of stroke108 and included variables to capture important
clinical assessment and treatment information. For example, variables regarding stroke severity
and functional status were based on the Modified Rankin Scale,109 Barthel Index,110 Stroke
Scales: An Update,111 and the Continuity and Assessment Record and Evaluation (CARE) item
set.112 Variables were modified and customized in consultation with the study team
cardiologist, nephrologist, neurologist, pharmacist, and nurses. The abstraction tool was
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originally created in Microsoft Word to allow for ease of viewing the dimensions of care,
variables, and operational definitions, and to facilitate training, review, and revision of the tool.
After the tool was completed, ICE programmed the data elements into an electronic tool with a
user-friendly front-end interface using Microsoft Access. Operational definitions were
documented for each variable, including a list of valid sources within a medical chart (eg,
admission face sheet, surgical report, and medication administration record),
inclusion/exclusion criteria, time frame parameters, and medical terms/synonyms. To facilitate
the collection of medications, we imported a list of commonly prescribed medications and their
corresponding dosages into the tool so that a drop-down list could be offered to facilitate
efficiency; the field also allowed for the entry of free text to capture medications that did not
appear on the drop-down list.

Testing and Fielding the Data Collection Tool
The abstraction tool was finalized by the study team nurses and the ICE lead abstractor.
The ICE lead abstractor trained 5 additional ICE abstractors in December 2015. Collectively, the
abstractors had extensive medical chart abstraction experience (an average of more than 10
years each) and all were well versed in medical terminology, however none of the abstractors
were nurses or clinicians. During the training, the study objectives were described, each
subsection of the tool was explained, and instructions for each variable were highlighted. Each
abstractor received his or her own copy of the abstraction instruction manual for reference
while abstracting the cases. Abstractions were completed at a secure, onsite location
exclusively.
Before beginning abstraction, all abstractors initially reviewed the same set of 8 cases.
The cases were sent to the study clinical coinvestigators, and “gold” answers were established.
Interrater reliability scores were calculated for each data element by comparing each
abstractor’s results to the gold answers. Feedback was given on all discrepancies so that the
collected data would be consistent across the abstractors. We used feedback from this training
exercise to make minor clarifications to the abstraction tool and the manual. When an
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abstractor demonstrated 95% agreement with the gold standard abstractor for all data
elements, the abstractor began abstracting from the pool of charts available.
To coordinate activities between all study team members and facilitate resolution of any
barriers to abstraction, the entire research team attended biweekly teleconference meetings
during which ICE provided project updates. These updates included reports detailing the
number of charts and full sets/cases requested, received, and refused by each primary sample
unit (PSU). They also highlighted the number of abstracted cases that were complete to date
for each PSU. If, at any time during the data collection process, an abstractor had a question or
concern about how to abstract a data element, the on-site lead abstractor was consulted.
Questions that required a decision from the clinical team were evaluated (by email or on the
biweekly call) and responded to within approximately 48 hours. During the abstraction process,
our study team clinicians were consulted when a clinical judgment was necessary.

Abstraction and Quality Assurance
To maintain quality throughout the project, our protocol involved extensive quality
control for the abstracted charts. In addition to the interrater agreement process used for all
abstractors prior to launching the abstraction data collection effort, ongoing internal quality
control (IQC) processes were instituted. Three rounds of IQC were performed, 1 at the start of
study and 2 additional rounds, both of which occurred after one-third of the cases (ie,
approximately 280 charts) were abstracted. All rounds of IQC included re-abstraction of a
random sample of cases: 18 cases for round 1, and 12 cases for both rounds 2 and 3. This
approach yielded interrater agreement scores for 5% of the charts abstracted (42 cases). Each
of the abstractors completed 3 cases that were re-abstracted by another abstractor. An
accuracy-by-variable report was prepared, and abstractors who did not meet the 95%
agreement per variable standard were retrained and the charts they abstracted were reabstracted by the lead abstractor to ensure accuracy. To verify that data were abstracted
accurately and uniformly across all members of the abstraction team, results from all 3 IQC
rounds were aggregated by conceptual domains and agreement was calculated. We calculated
a kappa statistic for each categorical variable and each associated domain; for continuous
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variables (eg, lab values) we calculated intraclass correlations (ICCs), then also summarized
them into domain scores.

Analyses
Because of the voluntary nature of the response from the facilities, we analyzed the
characteristics of patients for whom we received charts versus those for whom we did not by
linking patient-level beneficiary and Medicare A and B claims from the index stroke stay to our
requested and received medical charts. We also linked data from the CMS POS file to obtain
geographic information and additional characteristics of the hospital facilities to allow for
comparison of responding versus nonresponding facilities.
For the regression estimator we estimated the mean differences in the measures
abstracted from the charts between patients treated and not treated with ACE/ARBs after
stroke discharge. For the IV estimator we grouped patients based on local area ACE/ARB
treatment rates and estimated the mean differences in each abstracted measure between
these groups.
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RESULTS
Objective 1
Simulation modeling was used to demonstrate the sensitivity of treatment effect
estimates when treatments effects are heterogeneous across patients across more than one
outcome. Five scenarios were generated with simulated patients having heterogeneous
treatment effects for both a benefit outcome and a detriment outcome. The distribution of the
treatment effects for the benefit across patients was the same across scenarios. The
simulations varied by the correlations in treatment effects of the benefit and detriment across
patients and by the decision-makers’ treatment effectiveness beliefs about the detriment. In
scenario 1, a negative correlation existed between benefit and detriment treatment effects.
Scenario 2 was also characterized by a negative correlation between benefit and detriment
treatment effects, but across the board patients had a higher probability of detriment than in
scenario 1. Scenario 3 had a positive correlation between benefit and detriment treatment
effects. Patients with high benefit treatment effects also had high detriment treatment effects.
Patients in scenario 4 had the true detriment relationship in scenario 2, but the treatment
decisions were based on expectations of detriment risk as in scenario 1. In scenario 5, patients
had the true detriment relationship in scenario 3, but the treatment decisions were based on
expectations of detriment risk as in scenario 1.
Figures 1.1-1.5 contain scatter plots of the true TEBi (blue) and true TEDi (red)
distributions for scenarios 1-5, respectively. The horizontal axis displays the Xi value for each
simulated patient. For clarity, only the 1000 observations from the first simulation in each
scenario are displayed.
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Figure 1.1 (a-d). Negative relationship between benefit and detriment treatment effects

Figure 1.1a

Figure 1.1b

Figure 1.1c

Figure 1.1d

Note: Scatter plots containing the benefit and detriment treatment effects for subsets of the simulated population in scenario 1. Figure 1.1a contains all
simulated patients. Figure 1.1b contains the simulated patients who chose treatment T. Figure 1.1c contains the simulated patients who chose the alternative
treatment. Figure 1.1d contains the marginal simulated patients, or those whose treatment choice would have changed if their instrument value had switched.
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Figure 1.2 (a-d). Negative relationship between benefit and detriment treatment effects with detriment effects larger than
scenario 1

Figure 1.2a

Figure 1.2b

Figure 1.2c

Figure 1.2d

Note: Scatter plots containing the benefit and detriment treatment effects for subsets of the simulated population in scenario 2. Figure 1.2a contains all
simulated patients. Figure 1.2b contains the simulated patients who chose treatment T. Figure 1.2c contains the simulated patients who chose the alternative
treatment. Figure 1.2d contains the marginal simulated patients, or those whose treatment choice would have changed if their instrument value had switched.
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Figure 1.3 (a-d). Positive relationship between benefit and detriment treatment effects

Figure 1.3a

Figure 1.3b

Figure 1.3c

Figure 1.3d

Note: Scatter plots containing the benefit and detriment treatment effects for subsets of the simulated population in scenario 3. Figure 1.3a contains all simulated
patients. Figure 1.3b contains the simulated patients who chose treatment T. Figure 1.3c contains the simulated patients who chose the alternative treatment. Figure 1.3d
contains the marginal simulated patients, or those whose treatment choice would have changed if their instrument value had switched.
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Figure 1.4 (a-d). Negative relationship between benefit and detriment treatment effects and expected detriment effects as in
scenario 1 and true detriment effects as in scenario 2

Figure 1.4a

Figure 1.4b

Figure 1.4c

Figure 1.4d

Note: Scatter plots containing the benefit and detriment treatment effects for subsets of the simulated population in scenario 4. Figure 1.4a contains all simulated
patients. Figure 1.4b contains the simulated patients who chose treatment T. Figure 1.4c contains the simulated patients who chose the alternative treatment.
Figure 1.4d contains the marginal simulated patients, or those whose treatment choice would have changed if their instrument value had switched.
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Figure 1.5 (a-d). Expected negative relationship between benefit and detriment treatment effects in scenario 1 but true positive
relationship between benefit and detriment treatment effects in scenario 3

Figure 1.5a

Figure 1.5b

Figure 1.5c

Figure 1.5d

Note: Scatter plots containing the benefit and detriment treatment effects for subsets of the simulated population in scenario 5. Figure 1.5a contains all
simulated patients. Figure 1.5b contains the simulated patients who chose treatment T. Figure 1.5c contains the simulated patients who chose the alternative
treatment. Figure 1.5d contains the marginal simulated patients, or those whose treatment choice would have changed if their instrument value had switched.
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In the simulations, each patient chose treatment if the expected benefit from treatment
was greater than the expected detriment. Each figure contains a frame for (a) all simulated
patients, (b) all simulated patients who chose treatment, (c) all simulated patients who did not
choose treatment, and (d) the marginal simulated patients—those whose treatment choice
would have changed if their discrete instrument value had switched. The left and right y-axes
are in terms of the true benefit treatment effect (TEBi) and detriment treatment effect (TEDi) for
each simulated patient, respectively. Frame (b) in each figure shows several patients with TE Bi <
TEDi who were treated, and frame (c) shows several patients with TE Bi > TEDi who were not
treated. This occurs because the net value of treatment (NVi) also varies with the value
associated with the instrument (Zi) and the random error term (µi). In addition, in scenarios 4
and 5, NVi is calculated with expected treatments effects that do not match the true treatment
effects.
Figures 1.1-1.3 contain scenarios in which treatment effect expectations match the
truth. In scenario 1 (Figure 1.1b), treated patients are more likely those with lower X i values and
higher expected benefit treatments effects but are found nearly across the range of the X i axis.
In contrast, in scenario 2 (Figure 1.2b), no treated patients have an X value greater than 0.65,
and in scenario 3 (Figure 1.3b), treated patients are found mostly at higher levels of X i. With
respect to marginal patients, in scenario 1 (Figure 1.1d), the majority are distributed at levels of
Xi between 0.25 and 0.75. In scenario 2 (Figure 1.2d), most of the marginal patients are
distributed at levels of Xi between 0.05 and 0.55. In scenario 3, marginal patients are found
across the Xi distribution but mostly at higher levels of Xi. In scenarios 4 (Figure 1.4) and 5
(Figure 1.5), treatment choice is based on the treatment effect distribution found in scenario 1
so that the distributions Xi for the treated and marginal patients in these scenarios match
scenario 1.
Table 3 contains the true average treatment effects for both the benefit and detriment
in each simulation scenario and the regression and IV parameter estimates for the treatment
effect on both the benefit and detriment. All values in Table 3 are averages over the 1000
simulations for each scenario. The average treatment effect on the benefit in the population
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(ATEB) is the same by design (0.125) across scenarios. The average treatment effect on the
detriment in the population (ATED) varies across scenarios. The ATED was lowest in scenario 1.
Despite a consistent distribution of benefit treatment effects across scenarios, the true average
treatment effects on the benefit for the treated (ATTB), untreated (ATUB), and marginal
patients (LATEB) in scenarios 1-3 varied significantly. In scenario 2, true ATTB, ATUB, and LATEB
are all higher than in scenario 1. This occurs because ATED is higher in scenario 2 than in
scenario 1 and, like scenario 1, benefit treatment effects in scenario 2 are negatively correlated
with detriment treatment effects across patients. Higher expected benefits from treatment are
required for patients to choose treatment in scenario 2 than scenario 1, and fewer patients
chose treatment. In scenario 3, ATED was also greater than the ATED in scenario 1, yet ATTB
and LATEB were lower in scenario 3 than scenario 1. These differences are attributable to the
positive correlation between benefit and detriment treatment effects in scenario 3. Few
patients with high probabilities of obtaining the benefit from treatment in scenario 3 chose
treatment, because they also had high detriment risk. In scenarios 4 and 5, the expectations of
benefit and detriment treatment effects used to calculate NVi were identical to scenario 1, so
each patient in scenarios 4 and 5 made the same treatment choices as in scenario 1. The true
values of ATTB, ATUB, and LATEB match scenario 1. However, the true values of average
treatment effects on the detriment for treated patients (ATTD), for the untreated patients
(ATUD), and for marginal patients (LATED) are considerably higher than in scenario 1 because
the true detriment treatment effects in scenarios 4 and 5 were higher than the detriment effect
expectations used to calculate NVi.
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Table 3. True Benefit and Detriment Average Values in Each Simulation Scenario and
Regression and Instrumental Variable Treatment Effect Estimates
Simulation Scenarios
Parametersa

1

2

3

4

5

60.7

37.2

28.7

60.6

60.6

Average treatment effect in population

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

Average treatment effect on the treated

0.169

0.199

0.096

0.170

0.170

Average treatment effect on the untreated

0.056

0.081

0.137

0.056

0.056

Average treatment effect on marginal
patients

0.098

0.157

0.108

0.099

0.099

Average treatment effect in population

0.100

0.200

0.175

0.200

0.175

Average treatment effect on the treated

0.071

0.127

0.085

0.154

0.226

Average treatment effect on the untreated

0.144

0.243

0.211

0.272

0.096

Average treatment effect on marginal
patients

0.111

0.174

0.124

0.221

0.138

0.169

0.198

0.096

0.170

0.170

1

2

3

4

5

Treatment effect on the benefit, IVc

0.100

0.157

0.108

0.101

0.100

Treatment effect on the detriment,
regressionb

0.071

0.126

0.085

0.153

0.226

Treatment effect on the detriment, IVc

0.110

0.171

0.124

0.221

0.136

IV first-stage F-statistic

115.7

74.1

738.0

115.1

114.9

Percentage of patients treated
True values on benefit

True values on detriment

Estimates
Treatment effect on the benefit, regressionb
Parametersa

Abbreviation: IV, instrumental variable.
a

Averages over 1000 simulations.
Linear probability model.
c
2-stage least squares (2SLS).
b
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Correlations of expected treatment effects across outcomes also affected the
relationships among the treatment effect parameters in each scenario. In scenarios 1 and 2,
true ATTB > LATEB. Treated patients had a higher average treatment effect on the benefit than
the patients whose treatment choices were responsive to the instrument. This result is
expected under essential heterogeneity with respect to a benefit if the treatment effects on
benefit are uncorrelated or negatively correlated with the treatment effects on the detriment
across patients. The set of treated patients contains both marginal and nonmarginal patients.
Under the conditions listed previously, all nonmarginal treated patients will have benefit
treatment effects greater than the marginal patients. This can be seen by comparing Figures
1.1(b) and 1.1(d), as no treated patients with Xi values between 0 and 0.1 are in the marginal
group. Under the same conditions, the opposite is true for detriments, ATTD < LATED.
Alternatively, if the treatment effects on the benefit are positively correlated with the
treatment effects on the detriment across patients, then it is possible for true ATTB < LATEB as
shown in scenario 3.
Evaluating the true LATEB and LATED parameters in each scenario with the outcome
valuations VB and VD in Table 1 provides insight into the treatment allocation process within a
population. In scenarios 1-3, the average value of the expected benefit from treatment for
marginal patients approximately equaled the average expected losses from treatment. For
example, in scenario 1 the average value of the benefit gained by treatment for marginal
patients equaled (0.098 × 2000 = 196.0). The average value of detriment lost by treatment for
marginal patients equaled (0.111 × 1800 = 199.8). If treatment effect expectations match the
truth as in scenarios 1-3, then this result is expected under essential heterogeneity. If
treatments are correctly sorted across patients, then the marginal patients would be those
whose expected benefit and detriment values from treatment are sufficiently similar that their
treatment choices are sensitive to their instrument values. In contrast, in scenarios 4 and 5,
treatment effect expectations for the detriment were lower than the true detriment treatment
effects. In these scenarios, the true average value of the loss associated with treatment for the
marginal patients was greater than the average value of the benefit for these patients. These
results are borne out when evaluating the true LATE values for the marginal patients. For
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example, in scenario 5 for marginal patients the average value of the true benefit gained by
treatment equaled (0.099 × 2000 = 198), while the average value of the true detriment lost by
treatment equaled (0.138 × 1800 = 248.4). These results show that decision dyads used
incorrect information when making treatment choices, and that treatment was overused in
scenario 5. Similar results can be found for scenario 4.
The treatment effect estimates in Table 3 demonstrate that regression estimators yield
estimates of the average treatment effect on the treated (ATT) for each outcome and
instrumental variable estimators yield the average treatment effect over the marginal
patients—the local average treatment effect (LATE) for each outcome. Previous research
demonstrated these results for a single outcome.23,25,37 Our findings show that this result also
extends to clinical scenarios in which treatment has heterogeneous effects on more than one
outcome. In addition, the estimates in Table 3 show the sensitivity of these estimates to the
distributions of expected treatment effects across outcomes. Despite the identical distribution
of benefit treatment effects across the simulated populations in scenarios 1-3, estimates of
ATTB and LATEB varied substantially across scenarios. Regression estimates and IV estimates
from scenario 1 provide unbiased estimates of ATTB, ATTD, LATEB, and LATED, respectively, for
scenario 1. Yet these estimates poorly represent the value of these true parameters in
scenarios 2 and 3.
The usefulness of estimates of ATTB, ATTD, LATEB, and LATED for policy-making can be
seen in scenarios 4 and 5. When coupled with outcome valuations, estimates of the parameters
from each scenario can assess whether treatment rate changes in a study population would be
beneficial. In scenario 4, the estimated value of the treatment benefit for marginal patients
(2000 × 0.101 = 202) is substantially less than the estimated treatment costs associated with
the detriment and instrument (1800 × 0.221 = 397.8). Furthermore, in scenario 4, estimates of
ATTB are greater than estimates of LATEB, and estimates of ATTD are less than estimates of
LATED. This combination of estimates suggests that decision dyads were unaware of the higher
detriment costs associated with treatment across this population. These estimates coupled
with outcome valuations could be used to develop policies to modify treatment rates. These
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policies would be centered on informing decision dyads about the higher detriment risks
associated with treatment for the patients in scenario 4 to shift expectations toward the true
detriment treatment effects, thereby lowering treatment rates. In scenario 5, the value of the
treatment benefit for marginal patients (2000 × 0.100 = 200) is also substantially less than the
treatment costs associated with the detriment (1800 × 0.136 = 244.8), indicating that treatment
rate is too high. In contrast to scenario 4, however, estimates of ATTD are greater than
estimates of ATTB, which suggests a more complicated misalignment between expected and
true treatment effect distributions in this population. Policies would need to realign the
expected relationships between Xi and detriment risk across the decision dyads in this
population.

Objective 2
We used regression-based RA and IV estimators to estimate the benefits and detriments
associated with renin-angiotensin system antagonists (ACE/ARBs) in secondary prevention for
stroke patients with and without CKD. Appendix C and Appendix D contain the average baseline
characteristics for the CKD and non-CKD study populations, respectively, when patients are
grouped by (1) ACE/ARB treatment choice and (2) quintiles of the local area treatment ratio
(ATR) for ACE/ARB use after stroke. Among CKD patients, 45.9% had an ACE/ARB available
within 30 days of stroke discharge. CKD patients using an ACE/ARB after stroke were more likely
to be younger, female, nonwhite, less frail, Medicaid dual–eligible, and living in a
nonmetropolitan zip code with lower socioeconomic status than CKD patients not using an
ACE/ARB. CKD stage was negatively related to ACE/ARB use after stroke. ACE/ARB users with
CKD had lower comorbidity rates than nonusers for most conditions with the exceptions of
obesity, diabetes, and hypertension. ACE/ARB users with CKD had fewer prior conditions
related to ACE/ARB adverse events compared with nonusers. ACE/ARB users with CKD were
more likely to have used ACE/ARBs before their stroke and were more likely to have been
prescribed several other drugs before their stroke than nonusers. ACE/ARB users with CKD also
tended to use more drugs other than ACE/ARBs after stroke discharge than nonusers. Chow Ftests from the multivariate model of ACE/ARB choice showed that prior comorbidities, prior
ACE/ARB-associated adverse events, race, CKD-stage, pre- and poststroke use of drugs, and
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institutional stroke length-of-stay had independent associations with ACE/ARB use. Concept
comparisons across ATR quintiles provide evidence as to whether our instruments provide a
“natural experiment” in ACE/ARB use for CKD stroke patients. In the first quintile, 40.0% of
patients had an ACE/ARB available within 30 days of stroke discharge compared with 53.5% of
patients in the fifth quintile. Statistically significant trends were found across quintiles for a few
covariates, but for the most part these differences were modest compared with when patients
were grouped by ACE/ARB use. Exceptions were mainly for demographic and socioeconomic
characteristics. Local areas with higher ACE/ARB use rates had fewer white patients, higher
poverty rates, more immigrants, and higher percentages of non-English speakers.
ACE/ARBs were available within 30 days of stroke discharge to 45.2% of non-CKD
patients, a rate very similar to CKD patients (Appendix D). Non-CKD patients using an ACE/ARB
after stroke were more likely younger, female, nonwhite, less frail, Medicaid dual–eligible,
eligible for the low-income subsidy, and living in a nonmetropolitan zip code with lower
socioeconomic status than non-CKD patients not using an ACE/ARB. There was a mix of positive
and negative associations between ACE/ARBs and comorbidities for non-CKD patients.
However, as with CKD patients, obesity, diabetes, and hypertension were all positively related
to ACE/ARB use. Likewise, ACE/ARB users without CKD relative to nonusers had fewer prior
conditions related to ACE/ARB adverse events, were more likely to have used an ACE/ARB
before their stroke, were more likely to have been prescribed several other drugs prior to their
stroke, and tended to be taking more drugs other than ACE/ARBs after stroke discharge. Chow
F-tests from the multivariate model of ACE/ARB choice showed that prior comorbidities, prior
ACE/ARB associated adverse events, age, sex, metro residence, socioeconomic status, Medicare
Part D insurance status, frailty, pre- and poststroke use of drugs, use of inpatient therapy
treatment, and institutional stroke length-of-stay were associated with ACE/ARB use. In the
comparisons across ATR quintiles, in the first quintile, 38.5% of patients had an ACE/ARB
available within 30 days of stroke discharge compared with 51.7% of patients in the fifth
quintile. As with the CKD patients, fewer covariates had statistically significant trends across
quintiles compared with when patients were grouped by ACE/ARB use. Again, exceptions were
mainly for demographic and socioeconomic characteristics. Local areas with higher ACE/ARB
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use had fewer white patients, higher poverty rates, more immigrants, and higher percentages
of non-English speakers.
In summary, for patients with both CKD and non-CKD, those who received an ACE/ARB
after stroke tended to be younger and less frail and had fewer prior conditions thought to be
adverse events of ACE/ARBs (acute renal failure, angioedema, hyperkalemia, and hypotension),
but they had higher prior rates of obesity, diabetes, and hypertension. Patients using an
ACE/ARB were more likely to be minorities and tended to have lower socioeconomic
conditions. ACE/ARB users also tended to be treated with more medications in general. In
addition, higher-staged CKD patients were less likely to use ACE/ARBs after stroke.
Table 4 summarizes our regression and IV estimates for the full sample of Medicare
ischemic stroke patients and subpopulations based on CKD status. Column 1 indicates the
patient population used in the analysis and column 2 shows the estimator used. IV estimators
are distinguished by the number of patients used in the local areas around each zip code to
estimate ATRs (50 or 150) and whether the ATR-based instrument was specified in the 2SLS
first-stage regression using continuous variables (the patient’s zip code ATR value and the ATR
value squared) or using 4 dummy variables that grouped zip codes by ATE quintiles. Column 3
shows the F-statistics testing whether the instrument in each specification had a statistically
significant impact on ACE/ARB use.113 With all F-statistics much greater than 10 in all
populations and IV specifications, all instruments had “nonweak” effects on ACE/ARB use.100
Columns 4-6 contain the absolute effect estimates of ACE/ARB use on each study outcome. For
example, the regression value (0.019) for non-CKD stroke patients is an estimate of the
absolute effect of ACE/ARB use on 2-year survival for the non-CKD stroke patients who were
treated with ACE/ARBs after stroke—the average treatment effect on the treated. This estimate
suggests that non-CKD patients who were treated with ACE/ARBs increased their probability of
surviving 2 years by 1.9 percentage points relative to an overall 2-year survival percentage for
non-CKD patients of 79.5% (Appendix D). The IV estimate for the non-CKD patients using the
continuous instrument specification with 50-patient local areas around zip codes was (0.086).
This result should be interpreted as follows: a 1-percentage point increase in ACE/ARB use rate
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within the range of 38.5% to 51.7% (eg, increasing the treatment percentage, for example, from
45% to 46%) would be associated with a 0.086 percentage point increase in the overall 2-year
survival of non-CKD patients (eg, 79.5% to 79.586%). For non-CKD patients, regression
estimates suggest that patients treated with ACE/ARBs had higher 2-year survival rates but also
higher rates of renal events than if they had not been treated with ACE/ARBs. The IV estimates
for non-CKD stroke patients suggest that higher ACE/ARB rates were associated with higher 2year survival rates (column 4). ACE/ARB effects on stroke-event-free survival rates were in the
same range, but not statistically significant (column 5). No statistically significant IV estimates
were found between ACE/ARB treatment and renal event rates for non-CKD patients (column
6).
The regression estimates for the CKD patients showed no relationship between
ACE/ARB use and any study outcome. In contrast to the non-CKD patients, however, the IV
ACE/ARB estimates on 2-year survival for CKD patients suggest that higher rates of ACE/ARB use
were associated with decreased 2-year survival rates (estimated absolute effect sizes ranging
from 0.095 to −0.143 across specifications). While the direction and magnitude of these
estimates appear clinically significant, especially relative to the non-CKD estimates, they are not
statistically different from 0. No statistically significant associations were found between
ACE/ARB treatment rates and renal event rates for CKD patients, but the large reductions in 2year renal event rates associated with higher ACE/ARB rates may also be clinically significant
(ranging from −0.096 to −0.116 across specifications).
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Table 4. Regression and IV Estimates of the Effect of ACE/ARBs on 2-Year Study Outcomes for Medicare Patients with Ischemic
Stroke With and Without CKD
Study Outcomes,
Absolute Treatment Effect Estimate (95% CI)
1
Population

2
Estimator

3

4

5

6

IV F-statistica

2-y Survivalb

2-y Stroke-Free Survivalb

2-y Renal Eventsb

0.012e
(0.0022-0.0218)

0.012e
(0.0022-0.0218)

0.010g
(0.002-0.018)

Total
Regressionc
IV (50,Cont)d

384.5

0.039
(−0.026 to 0.103)

0.041
(−0.032 to 0.114)

−0.055e
(−0.102 to −0.008)

IV (50,Quint)d

172.8

0.034
(−0.035 to 0.103)

0.042
(−0.0394 to 0.118)

−0.058e
(−0.109 to −0.007)

IV (150,Cont)d

120.7

0.016
(−0.100 to 0.133)

0.047
(−0.082 to 0.176)

−0.041
(−0.125 to 0.043)

IV (150,Quint)d

57.1

0.013
(−0.107 to 0.133)

0.059
(−0.072 to 0.190)

−0.028
(−0.114 to 0.058)

0.019g
(0.0092-0.029)

0.016f
(0.004-0.028)

0.013g
(0.005-0.021)

Non-CKD
Regressionc
IV (50,Cont)d

270.5

0.086e
(0.011-0.160)

0.083
(−0.001 to 0.167)

−0.046
(−0.095 to 0.003)

IV (50,Quint)d

119.1

0.089e
(0.009-0.169)

0.079
(−0.011 to 0.169)

−0.046
(–0.099 to 0.007)

IV (150,Cont)d

85.1

0.068e

0.099

−0.008
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Study Outcomes,
Absolute Treatment Effect Estimate (95% CI)
1
Population

2
Estimator
IV (150 Quint)d

3
IV

F-statistica
39.2

4
2-y

Survivalb

5
2-y Stroke-Free

6
Survivalb

2-y Renal Eventsb

(0.012-0.160)

(−0.052 to 0.250)

(–0.094 to 0.078)

0.089e
(0.009-0.169)

0.083
(−0.074 to 0.240)

−0.002
(−0.092 to 0.019)

−0.009
(−0.031 to 0.013)

0.0004
(−0.021 to 0.022)

0.001
(−0.017 to 0.019)

CKD
Regressionc
IV (50,Cont)d

108.3

−0.108
(−0.243 to 0.027)

−0.083
(−0.226 to 0.060)

−0.100
(−0.218 to 0.018)

IV (50,Quint)d

52.0

−0.116
(−0.253 to 0.021)

−0.065
(−0.210 to 0.080)

−0.106
(−0.226 to 0.014)

IV (150,Cont)d

35.5

−0.143
(−0.378 to 0.922)

–0.100
(−0.349 to 0.149)

−0.116
(−0.318 to 0.086)

IV (150 Quint)d

17.94

−0.095
(−0.362 to 0.136)

−0.0302
(−0.275 to 0.215)

−0.096
(−0.298 to 0.106)

Note: Bold font indicates IV models with statistically significant overidentification statistics.
Abbreviations: ACE/ARBs, angiotensin-converting enzyme/angiotensin-receptor blockers; CKD, chronic kidney disease; IV, instrumental variable.
a
F-statistic testing the significance of the instrument specification in the 2-stage least squares (2SLS) first-stage regression.
b
Absolute effect estimates with 95% confidence intervals.
c
Linear probability models with robust standard errors.
d
2SLS IV models with robust standard errors (number of patients in local area around zip code for ATR (area treatment ratio) calculation: 50 or 150, instrument
specification in first-stage equation). Cont: ATR and ATR-squared. Quint: 4 dummy variables grouping zip codes in 5 groups based on ATR values.
e
P < 0.05.
f
P < 0.01.
g
P < 0.001.
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Notably, when these estimators were applied to the entire sample population, the
resulting estimates reflect weighted averages across the CKD and non-CKD estimates that hide
some important treatment effect heterogeneity across groups. When estimated together, the
IV 2-year survival effect estimates leave the impression that there would be little gained from
higher ACE/ARB treatment rates after stroke. In contrast, the stratified analysis suggested that
higher ACE/ARB treatment rates after stroke would increase survival rates for non-CKD patients
but lower survival rates for CKD patients. To investigate this further, we directly tested for
treatment effect differences between CKD and non-CKD patients. Table 5 reports the results of
these tests. Both the regression and IV estimates of ACE/ARB effect on 2-year survival were
statistically different between groups. No statistically significant differences were found on 2year renal event effects between groups. To further assess the properties of the ACE/ARB
treatment effect differences between CKD and non-CKD patients, we used bootstrapping
methods to derive empirical distributions for each treatment effect.103 We compared the
empirical distributions of the regression estimator and the IV estimator specified with 50patient–based local areas and the continuous-specified instrument. For each patient
subpopulation we used the bootstrapping process to create 2000 different patient samples by
randomly selecting from the subpopulation with replacement. The regression and IV estimators
were then applied to each of the 2000 samples. Figure 2 contains the empirical distributions of
the treatment effect estimates across the bootstrapped samples by outcome, estimator, and
population. The clear differences by CKD status in the empirical distributions of ACE/ARB
survival effects in Figure 2 illustrate that it would be inappropriate to apply evidence from the
non-CKD population to the CKD population. The 2-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit
test114 statistic (0.458) rejects the null hypothesis that the distributions of ACE/ARB treatment
effect estimates by CKD status were equivalent at the P < 0.01 level.
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Table 5. Tests of Differences in ACE/ARB Absolute Treatment Effects Between CKD and NonCKD Stroke Patients
Study Outcomes at 2 y
Survival

Stroke-Free
Survival

Renal Events

Absolute differenceb

0.028c

0.0156

0.012

P value on differenced

0.020

0.218

0.224

Absolute differencea

0.194c

0.166

0.053

P value on differencee

0.014

0.052

0.410

Estimator
Regressiona

IV (50,Cont)d

Abbreviations: ACE/ARB, angiotensin-converting enzyme/angiotensin-receptor blocker; CKD, chronic kidney
disease; IV, instrumental variable.
a
Linear probability models with robust standard errors. Linear probability models with robust standard errors.
b
Difference between the CKD and non-CKD estimated treatment effects.
c
P < 0.05.
d
2-stage least squares (2SLS) IV models with robust standard errors (number of patients in local area around ZIP
code for ATR calculation: 50 or 150, instrument specification in first-stage equation). Cont: ATR and ATR-squared.
Quint: 4 dummy variables grouping zip codes in 5 groups based on ATR values.
e

Based on Z-statistic =

⏞ 𝐶𝐾𝐷
̂ 𝑛𝑜𝑛𝐶𝐾𝐷 −𝛼
𝛼
√(𝑆𝐸𝛼𝑛𝑜𝑛𝐶𝐾𝐷 )2 +(𝑆𝐸𝛼𝑛𝑜𝑛𝐶𝐾𝐷 )2

from Clogg et al.101
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Figure 2. Bootstrap distributions of regression and instrumental variable: 2SLS ACE/ARB effect estimates for CKD and non-CKD
patients

Abbreviations: 2SLS, 2-staged least squares; ACE/ARB, angiotensin-converting enzyme/angiotensin-receptor blocker; CKD, chronic kidney disease.
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Objective 3
A total of 1439 complete chart sets were requested, and 956 were received for an
overall response rate of 66.4%; of these, 840 were abstracted. Of the chart sets received, 17 of
them were not abstracted because of missing information, such as initial intake/history,
medication administration list, or discharge instructions; and 84 were not abstracted because
they came from a stratum for which the necessary number of charts had been received and
abstracted (ie, we obtained more charts than we needed for some of the strata). For 5 cases, a
transfer was involved and the other chart was not received, rendering the cases unusable for
abstraction. Figure 3 documents the medical chart sample requested, received, and abstracted.
Figure 3. Charts requested, received, and abstracted for Medicare ischemic stroke patients
with CKD in 2010

Abbreviation: CKD, chronic kidney disease.
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Nonresponse analysis revealed some differences between patients whose charts were
received vs not received (Table 6). Examination of claims-based measures at the patient level
indicated that patients for whom we received charts were more likely white (83.2% vs 77.4%, P
= 0.005); were less likely to be dually enrolled in Medicare and Medicaid (33.6% vs 38.5%, P <
0.05); were less likely to have required an acute care transfer for the stroke hospitalization
(0.9% vs 4.4%; P < 0.0001); and had shorter average acute care lengths of stay (5.67 days vs
6.37 days; P < 0.001). Other demographics, as well as characteristics of the index stroke, prior
comorbid conditions, and the complications of index stay were all comparable. Examination of
the hospital facility-level nonresponse (Table 7) revealed that we were more likely to receive
charts from facilities in the West region of the United States (26.7% vs 20.5%; P < 0.01). We
were also less likely to receive charts from larger facilities (≥300 beds) (45.1% vs 60.4%; P <
0.001).
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Table 6. Comparison of Patient Characteristics Between Patients With Chart Requests
Received and Those Not Received
Full Record
Received

Full Record Requested
But Not Received

956

483

Percentage female

60.8

62.5

0.064

Percentage dual–eligible for
Medicaid

33.6

38.5

0.013

White

83.2

77.4

0.005

Black

9.8

13.9

0.006

American Native

0.6

0.4

0.078

Asian

2.6

3.3

0.066

Other race

1.8

1.2

0.067

81.48

80.78

0.291

CKD_STG_1

1.7

2.1

0.076

CKD_STG_2

3.5

5.2

0.025

CKD_STG_3

26.8

24.4

0.060

CKD_STG_4

13.4

9.9

0.016

CKD_STG_5

2.2

1.5

0.056

CKD_STG_NOS

52.4

56.1

0.030

Cardiovascular disease, %

64.5

60.5

0.036

Heart failure, %

33.2

32.7

0.088

Without complications

65.1

65.8

0.079

With complications

52.4

50.5

0.076

5.8

7.7

0.032

Number

P Value

Demographics, %

Race, %

Mean age (at time of admission), y
Baseline comorbid conditions
CKD, %

Hypertension, %

Obesity, %
FRI, %115
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Full Record
Received

Full Record Requested
But Not Received

P Value

FRI0

32.7

32.5

0.088

FRI1

25.7

28.4

0.046

FRI2

16.3

15.7

0.086

FRI3plus

25.1

22.6

0.054

0.9

4.4

< 0.0001

Discharged home

27.6

25.9

0.484

Transferred to inpatient hospital

0.3

0.4

0.760

Discharged to LTC/IRF/IPF

26.5

22.6

0.108

31

32.1

0.663

14.6

19.1

0.032

Stay had an ICU component, %

16.1

14.7

0.487

Mean length of hospital stay, d

5.67

6.37

<0.0001

Characteristics of index institutional
stay, %
Multiple acute care
facility/transfer (transfer)
Discharge disposition, %

Discharged to SNF/NF
Discharged to home health

Abbreviations: CKD, chronic kidney disease; FRI, function-related indicator; ICU, intensive care unit; IPF, inpatient
psychiatric facility; IRF, inpatient rehabilitation facility; LTC, long-term care; NF, nursing facility; NOS, not otherwise
specified; SNF, skilled nursing facility; STG, stage.

Regarding IQC, we calculated a kappa statistic for each item and then summarized the
kappa statistics for each conceptual area; for continuous variables (eg, lab values) we calculated
ICCs and also summarized them for each conceptual area. Table 8 provides statistics for the
summary scores for each conceptual area. Since the kappa statistic corrects for agreement by
chance, values 0.41-0.60 are often considered “moderate” agreement, 0.61-0.80 is “substantial
agreement,” and scores higher than this are considered “very high” or near perfect
agreement.116,117 ICCs are interpreted similarly. All conceptual areas had moderate or better
agreement between raters, with 4 conceptual areas having very high agreement (ie,
administrative variables, vitals during stay, lab test values during stay, and administration of
medications).
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Table 7. Comparison of Hospital Characteristics Between Patients With Chart Requests
Received and Those Not Received
Facility Returned
≥1 Record

Facility Did Not
Return Any Records

967 (65.8)

503 (34.2)

For profit

103 (10.5)

53 (10.7)

0.946

Not for profit

450 (89.5)

864 (89.4)

0.946

<100

129 (13.3)

50 (9.9)

0.059

100-199

183 (18.9)

77 (15.3)

0.085

200-299

219 (22.7)

72 (14.3)

0.0001

≥300

436 (45.1)

304 (60.4)

<0.0001

Northeast

234 (24.2)

139 (27.6)

0.151

Midwest

247 (25.5)

125 (24.9)

0.772

South

228 (23.6)

136 (27.0)

0.145

West

258 (26.7)

103 (20.5)

0.009

Urban/metro

825 (85.3)

452 (89.9)

0.014

Nonmetro

142 (14.7)

51 (10.1)

0.014

Facility Characteristics
No. (%)

P Value

Hospital type

Number of hospital beds

Region

Metropolitan status
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Table 8. Kappa and ICCs for Medical Record Abstraction Data

Conceptual Area (Parent Category)

κ

Intra-class
correlation

SD

Interquartile
Range

1. Administrative variables

0.868

0.152

0.226

2. Prior conditions

0.682

0.251

0.372

3. Discharge status

0.652

0.237

0.332

0.033

0.038

0.328

0.389

4. Vitals during stay
5. Treatment and complications during stay

0.954
0.746

6. Initial vital signs

0.688

0.387

0.579

7. Lab test values during stay

0.966

0.089

0.016

8. Type of labs during stay (categorical)

0.501

0.374

0.530

9. Medications (any: yes/no)

0.900

0.245

0.000

10. Stroke event

0.695

0.240

0.476

We originally asked abstractors to find and document use in the charts of standardized
stroke severity scores that have been used in previous prospective clinical studies, such as the
Modified Rankin Score or Barthel Index. Unfortunately, pilot testing revealed that these
standardized scores were almost universally unreported. Therefore, we instead identified the
key concepts from these stroke assessment instruments and directly measured each of the
clinical domains with our abstraction tool to address items such as activities of daily living
(ADLs) and functional deficits. Table 9 shows rates of reported functional deficits and ADLs for
patients grouped by ACE/ARB treatment and for patients grouped by whether they lived in an
area with either low or high ACE/ARB use rates. Table 9 also shows for these groups the rates of
conditions documented on the charts that were either thought to be affected by ACE/ARB use
or to further demonstrate the functional characteristics of each patient. We tested for
differences in each characteristic between treated and untreated patients and between
patients grouped according to local area ACE/ARB treatment rates. Treated patients were less
likely than untreated patients to be diagnosed with delirium during their inpatient stroke stay
and more likely to have had an acute kidney injury either before or during the inpatient stroke
stay.
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Table 9. Percentages of Patient-reported Functional Deficits, ADL Problems, and Relevant Clinical Conditions Documented on the
Charts Between Patients Treated and Not Treated With ACE/ARBs and Patients Living in Low and High ACE/ARB Treatment Areas
Not Treated
With an
ACE/ARBa

Treated With
an ACE/ARBa

Living in a Low
ACE/ARB
Use Areac

Living in a High
ACE/ARB
Use Areac

N = 419

N = 412

N = 414

N = 417

Speech impairment reported

39.8

38.1

0.707

39.4

38.1

0.713

Dysphagia reported

26.0

28.2

0.487

27.5

26.6

0.766

Problems with feeding self

27.9

26.9

0.751

29.5

25.4

0.191

Problems with grooming self

44.2

50.2

0.079

46.4

48.0

0.647

Problems with dressing self

48.5

50.5

0.557

49.5

49.4

0.973

Unable to use toilet without
assistance

48.9

53.2

0.223

50.5

51.6

0.757

Incontinent of stool

15.0

14.1

0.695

15.5

13.7

0.465

Incontinent of urine

26.3

24.3

0.511

26.8

23.7

0.309

Needs help navigating stairs

10.7

7.3

0.082

7.5

10.6

0.123

Problems with ambulation

76.1

78.4

0.436

77.5

77.0

0.850

Needs assistance with bathing

53.5

53.9

0.903

52.7

54.7

0.559

Sensory impairment

35.8

32.3

0.285

35.0

33.1

0.557

Paralysis at discharge

5.3

6.8

0.349

7.0

5.0

0.233

Sample size

P Valueb

P Valueb

Functional deficits and ADLs
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Sample size

Not Treated
With an
ACE/ARBa

Treated With
an ACE/ARBa

N = 419

N = 412

P Valueb

Living in a Low
ACE/ARB
Use Areac

Living in a High
ACE/ARB
Use Areac

N = 414

N = 417

P Valueb

Conditions documented on charts as occurring during or before index stay
Hypertension

95.2

97.6

0.067

96.1

96.6

0.695

Diabetes

43.7

49.0

0.122

47.6

45.1

0.470

Hyperkalemia

2.4

4.1

0.157

3.4

3.1

0.830

Angioedema

0.48

0.00

0.160

0.24

0.24

0.996

Hypotension

6.21

6.31

0.950

7.0

5.5

0.376

Dementia

22.2

19.2

0.324

21.0

20.6

0.890

Acute kidney injury

27.0

34.5

0.019

31.6

29.7

0.551

Delirium

48.7

34.2

<0.0001

43.5

39.6

0.253

Discharge home

43.2

39.1

0.227

40.1

42.2

0.537

Abbreviations: ACE/ARB, angiotensin-converting enzyme/angiotensin-receptor blocker; ADLs, activities of daily living.
a
Based on either filling an ACE/ARB prescription in the 30 days after stroke discharge or having a 30-day supply of ACE/ARBs at home upon discharge.
b
Likelihood ratio chi-square test of difference in rates between groups.
c
Low: Patient resided in a zip code in the lowest quintile of ACE/ARB use based on area treatment ratios (ATRs). High: Patient resided in a zip code in the
highest quintile of ACE/ARB use based on ATRs.
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Table 10 summarizes patient vital signs and tests for differences between patients
treated and not treated with ACE/ARBs and between patients grouped using local area
ACE/ARB treatment rates. Treated patients had higher average blood pressure, low-density
lipoprotein (LDL) levels, and international normalized ratio (INR) levels, but lower serum
creatinine levels, than untreated patients. Essentially, Medicare stroke patients with CKD who
were treated with ACE/ARBs had higher cardiovascular risks but lower-staged CKD. Other than
admission pulse and LDL levels, no other statistically significant differences in baseline test
scores were found between patients grouped by local area ACE/ARB use rates.
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Table 10. Differences in Vital Signs and Laboratory Values Between Patients Not Treated and Treated With ACE/ARBs and Patients
Living in Low and High ACE/ARB Treatment Areas

Concept

Not Treated With Treated With an
an ACE/ARBa
ACE/ARBa
N = 419

N = 412

Living in a Low
ACE/ARB Use Areac

Living in a High
ACE/ARB Use Areac

N = 414

N = 417

Mean

No. of
missing

Mean

No. of
missing

P Valueb

Mean

No. of
missing

Mean

No. of
missing

P Valueb

Discharge systolic blood
pressure (mm Hg)

135.57

8

140.96

16

0.0001

138.98

13

137.47

11

0.348

Discharge diastolic blood
pressure (mm Hg)

69.97

8

71.37

16

0.110

70.83

13

70.5

11

0.708

Highest systolic blood
pressure (mm Hg)

176.23

0

183.75

1

<0.0001

181.24

0

178.68

1

0.175

Highest diastolic blood
pressure (mm Hg)

92.62

0

95.63

1

0.004

94.38

0

93.84

1

0.605

Admission pulse
(beats/min)

76.09

1

75.82

1

0.804

77.34

0

74.58

2

0.001

Admission respiratory
rate (breaths/min)

18.99

2

18.52

1

0.297

18.69

1

18.82

2

0.766

Admission temperature
(°F)

97.79

1

97.96

1

0.019

97.88

0

97.87

2

0.893

Admission weight (kg)

74.04

17

75.83

8

0.173

74.66

15

75.21

10

0.676

Latest total cholesterol
(mg/dL)

162.07

113

163.24

113

0.745

166.3

118

159.14

108

0.047
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Concept

Not Treated With Treated With an
an ACE/ARBa
ACE/ARBa
N = 419

N = 412

Living in a Low
ACE/ARB Use Areac

Living in a High
ACE/ARB Use Areac

N = 414

N = 417

Mean

No. of
missing

Mean

No. of
missing

P Valueb

Mean

No. of
missing

Mean

No. of
missing

P Valueb

Latest triglyceride level
(mg/dL)

136.28

113

124.28

115

0.081

130.78

118

129.97

110

0.906

Latest LDL (mg/dL)

90.28

118

96.42

119

0.041

96.42

126

90.38

111

0.045

Latest HDL (mg/dL)

43.41

118

43.11

118

0.812

43.78

126

42.78

110

0.414

Highest hemoglobin A1C
level

6.80

276

6.64

286

0.442

6.77

275

6.68

287

0.671

138.61

2

138.93

2

0.151

138.9

2

138.65

2

0.268

Latest potassium level
(mEq/L)

4.09

3

4.05

2

0.300

4.06

2

4.08

3

0.549

Highest potassium level
(mEq/L)

4.39

3

4.37

2

0.718

4.41

2

4.36

3

0.151

Second highest
potassium level (mEq/L)

4.15

9

4.09

11

0.063

4.14

3

4.11

17

0.386

Latest BUN level (mg/dL)

26.31

2

24.74

3

0.072

25.4

3

25.66

2

0.764

Highest BUN level
(mg/dL)

33.03

2

31.02

3

0.053

32.35

3

31.73

2

0.547

First serum creatinine
level (mg/dL)

1.62

2

1.47

2

0.006

1.54

2

1.55

2

0.932

Latest sodium level
(mEq/L)
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Concept

Not Treated With Treated With an
an ACE/ARBa
ACE/ARBa
N = 419

N = 412

Living in a Low
ACE/ARB Use Areac

Living in a High
ACE/ARB Use Areac

N = 414

N = 417

Mean

No. of
missing

Mean

No. of
missing

P Valueb

Mean

No. of
missing

Mean

No. of
missing

P Valueb

Latest serum creatinine
level (mg/dL)

1.45

2

1.33

2

0.005

1.39

2

1.39

2

0.922

Highest serum creatinine
level (mg/dL)

1.72

2

1.56

2

0.004

1.65

2

1.62

2

0.574

First INR value

1.2

74

1.24

87

0.397

1.21

85

1.23

76

0.770

Latest INR value

1.28

74

1.42

87

0.009

1.34

85

1.36

76

0.738

Highest INR value

1.36

74

1.56

87

0.005

1.46

85

1.45

76

0.867

First GFR level
(mL/min/1.73 m2)

42.51

89

45.32

92

0.025

44.39

88

43.4

93

0.428

Latest GFR level
(mL/min/1.73 m2)

45.42

89

49.32

92

0.003

47.38

88

47.3

93

0.951

Lowest GFR level
(mL/min/1.73 m2)

40.33

89

43.16

92

0.027

41.84

88

41.61

93

0.860

Abbreviations: ACE/ARB, angiotensin-converting enzyme/angiotensin-receptor blocker; BUN, blood urea nitrogen; GFR, glomerular filtration rate; HDL, highdensity lipoprotein; INR, international normalized ratio; LDL, low-density lipoprotein.
a
Based on either filling an ACE/ARB prescription in the 30 days after stroke discharge or having a 30-day supply of ACE/ARBs at home upon discharge.
b
Student t test of difference in means between groups.
c
Low: Patient resided in zip code in the lowest quintile of ACE/ARB use based on area treatment ratios (ATRs). High: Patient resided in zip code in the highest
quintile of ACE/ARB use based on ATRs.
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DISCUSSION
Objective 1
Objective 1 was to use simulation methods to assess the properties of regression and IV
estimators when both treatment benefits and detriments are heterogeneous across patients. In
the past, estimates from treatment effect studies using observational data have often been
interpreted in a ubiquitous manner without discussing the context and addressing to whom the
estimates apply. For example, a study reviewed 56 treatment effect studies that used a
functional relationship between treatment and outcome that ensured treatment effect
heterogeneity.15 In addition, each of these studies used an IV estimator that yields average
treatment effect estimates for marginal patients. Under these circumstances, extra
assumptions are required to properly generalize IV estimates beyond the marginal patients. Yet
few of these studies discussed any limitations to generalize their estimates to either
nonmarginal patients within their study population or to other populations.
Researchers need to be more aware of the consequences of treatment effect
heterogeneity when interpreting and generalizing treatment effect estimates using
observational health care data. Methodological research that focused on making inferences
about a single outcome of interest laid the groundwork for this stipulation. This research
showed that regression estimators yield the average treatment effect on the treated (ATT) and
IV estimators yield local average treatment effects (LATEs).24,28-30,32 Generalizing estimates of
ATT or LATE to the untreated patients in a study population requires additional
assumptions.33,118 These assumptions will not be valid if treatment was chosen based on
expected treatment benefits (ie, “sorting on the gain” or essential heterogeneity).33,118 It was
also shown that within the same study different IVs may affect the treatment choices of a
different subset of patients, producing different but valid estimates of LATE. 33-36 Other studies
showed that estimates can vary across study populations with factors affecting outcome
valuations.37,38
Our study expands on this earlier work to assess the implications for treatment effect
estimates when treatments have heterogeneous effects on more than one outcome. We used
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simulation modeling to assess an expanded version of essential heterogeneity, which we call
“sorting on the mix”. Decision dyads make treatment choices considering the effects of
treatment on more than one outcome with treatment effects that vary across patients. Our
simulation models showed that under such conditions the interpretation of estimates when
using regression and IV estimators remains consistent across outcomes. Regression estimators
yield ATT, and IV estimators yield LATE for each outcome. Estimates of ATT and LATE across
outcomes can be used to help address whether a treatment has been underused or overused in
the given study population. However, we also showed that the true values of ATT and LATE for
each outcome are sensitive to the relationships in treatment effects across outcomes in each
study population. Therefore, researchers and policymakers should be very cautious about
assuming that estimates of ATT and LATE in a single study population can be generalized to
other populations of patients. External validity must be based on arguments that the
relationships of treatment effect distributions across outcomes are consistent across
populations.

Limitations
This study showed that when treatment effects are heterogeneous across more than
one outcome, existing estimators can yield valuable information for the study population
regarding whether the utilization rates for that population could be optimally modified.
However, these estimates provide no guidance to identify which specific patients in the
population should have optimally received a different treatment. In real-world practice,
researchers must also address whether the assumptions that underlie these estimators are
valid and describe the risks to their estimates from the failure of these assumptions.

Future Research
The populations in each of the 5 simulations in this study had distinct distributional
relationships between treatment benefit and treatment detriment. Observational data in the
real-world practice contains mixes of the patient types like those within each of these
scenarios. The goal of patient-centered health care requires future research to develop and
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assess the properties of approaches to identify distinct patient types from combined data and
estimate distinct treatment effects for these types.

Objective 2
Objective 2 was to use regression and IV estimators to estimate the benefits and
detriments associated with renin-angiotensin system antagonists (ACE/ARBs) in secondary
prevention for stroke patients with and without CKD.

Subpopulation Considerations
The similarity of the ACE/ARB use rates between CKD and non-CKD patients after stroke
suggests that providers had similar outcome expectations for groups. Measured covariates also
affected ACE/ARB choices similarly in both subpopulations with clear differences in measured
covariates between treated and untreated patients in both subpopulations. In addition, higher
CKD-staged patients were less likely to use ACE/ARBs despite their known renal protective
properties, suggesting that providers believed that renal event risks associated with ACE/ARBs
were heightened with the severity of CKD.
Regression estimates for non-CKD patients suggested that patients treated with
ACE/ARBs had both increased 2-year survival and renal event risks. These estimates are
unbiased if unmeasured factors related to study outcomes are unrelated to ACE/ARB choice for
these patients. We found several measured covariates related to ACE/ARB choice in this
subpopulation (Appendix D). While these covariates were controlled for directly in our
regression analysis, they could be symptomatic of unequal distributions of other unmeasured
covariates between treatment groups. We looked for trends in the measured covariates for
indications of potential remaining bias, but there were countervailing influences. Non-CKD
patients using ACE/ARBs were younger and less frail, suggesting an upward bias in the
regression survival estimate. Conversely, non-CKD patients using ACE/ARBs had higher rates of
diabetes and hypertension as well as lower socioeconomic conditions; they also used more
prescription drugs both before and after their strokes than non-ACE/ARB users, suggesting a
downward bias in the survival estimates and an upward bias in the renal event estimate.
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Ultimately, the extent of bias in the regression estimates of the average treatment effects on
the treated non-CKD patients is unclear given the information available.
IV estimates for non-CKD patients suggest that higher ACE/ARB treatment rates in the
range of ACE/ARB use rates for this subpopulation were associated with increased 2-year
survival rates. Negative associations with 2-year renal events were found that were not
statistically different from 0. These estimates are unbiased if unmeasured factors related to
study outcomes are unrelated to local area ACE/ARB use rates as measured by area treatment
ratios (ATRs). Trend tests in measured covariates across ATR-based quintiles in Appendix D
showed fewer relationships than when patients were grouped by ACE/ARB use. This result did
not hold for the demographic and socioeconomic covariates, as local areas with higher
ACE/ARB rates had lower per capita incomes and higher poverty rates. These trends, in and of
themselves, suggest the potential of a downward bias in our survival IV estimates and an
upward bias in our renal event estimates to the extent that socioeconomic status influences
health. As a result, our IV estimate on survival could probably be considered a lower bound on
the true local average treatment effects (LATEs) for this subpopulation, and our IV estimate on
renal events could probably be considered an upper bound on the true LATEs for this
subpopulation. These results suggest that ACE/ARBs were underused in the non-CKD stroke
population during this period. Higher ACE/ARB rates would have led to higher survival rates
with no added risk of adverse renal events. Of course, this interpretation assumes that our
instruments are unrelated to other unmeasured factors affecting outcomes.
ACE/ARB treatment effect estimates in the CKD subpopulation offered a distinct
contrast to the non-CKD subpopulation estimates. Regression estimates for CKD patients
showed no relationships between ACE/ARB use and any study outcome. We also found several
measured covariates related to ACE/ARB choice in the CKD subpopulation that could be
symptomatic of unequal distributions of other unmeasured covariates between treatment
groups (Appendix C). CKD patients using ACE/ARBs were younger, less frail, and less likely to
have prior conditions thought to be ACE/ARB adverse events, including acute renal failure.
These suggest an upward bias in the regression survival estimate and a downward bias in the
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regression renal event estimate. Relative to non-ACE/ARB users, CKD patients using ACE/ARBs
had higher rates of diabetes and hypertension as well as lower socioeconomic conditions, and
used more prescription drugs both before and after their strokes. These relationships suggest a
downward bias in the survival estimates and an upward bias in the renal event estimate. So, as
with the non-CKD patients, the extent of bias in the regression estimates of the average
treatment effects on the treated is unclear given the information available.
IV estimates for CKD patients suggest that higher ACE/ARB treatment rates in the range
of ACE/ARB use rates shown in this subpopulation were associated with decreased 2-year
survival rates and decreased 2-year renal event rates. These estimates were not statistically
significant from zero. However, the standard errors on the CKD IV estimates were close to twice
as large as the standard errors on the non-CKD IV estimates with the non-CKD subpopulation,
which was nearly 3 times larger than the CKD population. Hence the power to detect treatment
effects in the CKD population is much more limited than in the non-CKD population. This
illustrates a problem with attempting to estimate distinct treatment effects for subpopulations
with resulting smaller sample sizes. Trend tests in measured covariates across ATR-based
quintiles in Appendix C showed mainly relationships between local area ACE/ARB rates and
demographic and socioeconomic covariates. Local areas with higher ACE/ARB rates had higher
poverty rates and lower high school graduation rates. It is possible that these trends could also
result in a downward bias in our IV survival estimates to the extent that socioeconomic status
influences health. As a result, the negative survival effects from higher ACE/ARB treatment
rates for stroke patients with CKD may be partially attributable to these relationships. The
estimated coefficients in the IV models suggest that ACE/ARBs were overused in the CKD stroke
population during this period. Higher ACE/ARB use rates appear associated with decreased
survival rates despite the added protection from future acute renal events.

Generalizability
While our results for CKD patients showed no estimates statistically different from zero,
the prevailing wisdom based on current guidelines is that ACE/ARB use after stroke increases
patient survival and provides renal protection. The estimates for non-CKD patients at the
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existing ACE/ARB rates for those patients display these properties. As a result, in addition to
testing whether the CKD estimates are significantly different from zero, we tested whether
estimates for CKD patients are significantly different from the estimates for the non-CKD
patients. Because the ACE/ARB treatment rates across both subpopulations were very similar,
and with ACE/ARB choice having similar relationships with measured covariates, it appears that
the outcome expectations associated with ACE/ARBs were common across subpopulations. We
showed that both regression and IV survival estimates for CKD patients were statistically
different than for non-CKD patients. This suggests that the outcome expectations associated
with ACE/ARBs for non-CKD patients should not be consistent with the expectations for CKD
patients. The survival impacts of ACE/ARBs on CKD patient survival are clearly less than the
impacts for non-CKD patients and appear to be negative. These differences are illustrated
through the bootstrapped empirical distributions of each treatment effect in Figure 2. There are
clear differences in bootstrapped estimate distributions between CKD and non-CKD
subpopulations with the distributions of the CKD estimates being wider, which is perhaps
symptomatic of the smaller sample size of CKD patients. The differences in these distributions
provide further evidence that outcome expectations related to ACE/ARB use should differ
between CKD and non-CKD stroke patients.
Our results show that higher use rates of ACE/ARBs for non-CKD stroke patients were
associated with higher 2-year survival rates. Yet similar differences in ACE/ARB use rates after
stroke for CKD patients were associated with significantly lower 2-year survival rates than the
effects found for non-CKD patients. While guidelines recommend the use of ACE/ARBs for the
treatment of high blood pressure in patients with CKD, the guidance is largely based on
evidence of improved surrogate renal outcomes rather than improved long-term renal,
cardiovascular, or survival outcomes.119,120 The majority of the studies on which these
guidelines are based enrolled younger patients with well-preserved renal function with
relatively few comorbid conditions and excluded advanced CKD patients.121-124 No studies
assessed the benefits of ACE/ARB therapy for cardiovascular risk reduction for patients with
advanced nondialysis CKD.125 This has raised a question about the general applicability of the
results of these trials to older CKD patients with multiple cardiovascular comorbidities. Studies
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suggest possible risks from ACE/ARBs for these patients. Renoprotection from ACE/ARBs could
be lost in advanced CKD when significant ischemic nephropathy is present. This hypothesis is
supported by reports in both diabetic and nondiabetic patients with CKD that showed that
ACE/ARBs may accelerate the progression of CKD into end-stage renal disease through
intrarenal hemodynamic effects.126 ACE/ARB use may disrupt the capacity for autoregulation
within the kidney, thereby leading to glomerular filtration rate (GFR) decline. It has been
suggested that the loss of autoregulation could be potentially harmful, especially in high-risk
populations with multiple comorbidities such as elderly CKD patients and patients with
advanced CKD and heart failure.127 The statistically significant differences in the survival effects
associated with higher ACE/ARB rates between the CKD and the non-CKD stroke patients in our
study supports these suggestions.

Limitations
We can strongly assert that our results show that higher ACE/ARB use rates for stroke
patients have different implications for CKD and non-CKD patients. Furthermore, in the
ACE/ARB use rates for stroke patients with CKD in 2010, higher use rates were associated with
higher—but not statistically significant from zero—2-year mortality risks. However, based on
our simulation results in objective 1, it is vital that these estimates are interpreted locally in
order to avoid improper generalizations. These estimates directly apply only to stroke patients
whose ACE/ARB use in 2010 would have differed had they resided in an area with different
ACE/ARB prescribing preferences. The rate ranges in ACE/ARB use associated with our
instrument for non-CKD patients (38.5%-51.7%; see Appendix D) and for CKD patients (40.0%53.5%; see Appendix C) are the ones within which our results should be interpreted.
Extrapolating our estimates outside these ranges is problematic if ACE/ARB effects are
heterogeneous across patients and if real-world recommendations were individualized based
on each patient’s expected benefits and detriments. Consequently, our estimates only inform
the discussion of whether the ACE/ARB rates should change within a window around the rates
observed in 2010. Our estimates should not be used to inform general policy decisions as to
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whether ACE/ARBs should or should not be used for CKD and non-CKD stroke patients
uniformly.
This empirical exercise demonstrated the difficulties inherent in estimating treatment
effects for subpopulations of patients when treatment effects are truly heterogeneous across
patients and across outcomes. Precision is lost with smaller sample sizes as researchers attempt
to find results suitable for distinct subpopulations. We are confident that our results show
clinically different survival risks associated with higher rates of ACE/ARB use between CKD and
non-CKD fee-for-service Medicare patients with stroke in 2010. Despite negative ACE/ARB
effect survival estimates for CKD stroke patients that may be clinically meaningful, the large
standard errors on the IV estimates made it impossible to accept the alternative hypothesis
that higher ACE/ARB use rates for these patients were associated with lower 2-year survival
rates. In addition, our estimates should be interpreted under the disclaimer following the
results of the simulation exercise in objective 1. ACE/ARB treatment effect estimates could be
different in other stroke populations for patients with and without CKD if the underlying
treatment rates are different than what we observed in 2010.
In addition, our IV results are conditional on the assumption that our selected
instrument has no direct effect on study outcomes and has no relationships with any
unmeasured confounders. Although these assumptions cannot be validated fully, the findings
from objective 3 support them. It should also be noted that because of the need to ensure
consistent treatment measurement in the 30 days after discharge, patients who died during
those 30 days were excluded from our analysis. As a result, our estimates likely provide little
information on ACE/ARB treatment effectiveness for the most critical stroke patients.

Future Research
Because estimate precision falls with sample size reductions as researchers attempt to
find results suitable for distinct subpopulations, the use of standard P-value approaches testing
whether treatment effects are different from zero may not be suitable for patient-centered
research moving forward. If the goal is to obtain treatment effect estimates that are more
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patient-centered, the health care world needs to become more accepting of alternative
approaches that focus on finding treatment effect differences across subpopulations of patients
and other approaches to demonstrate these differences.

Objective 3
The goal of objective 3 was to measure factors thought to be related to outcomes for
Medicare stroke patients with CKD that are unmeasurable using Medicare claims alone and to
assess whether these factors are related to either ACE/ARB treatment choice or the ACE/ARB
use patterns for stroke patients in the local areas around each patient’s zip code. Finding
relationships between these factors and ACE/ARB treatment choice suggests violation of the
assumptions underlying regression estimators, and finding relationships between these factors
and local area ACE/ARB use patterns for stroke patients suggests violation of the assumptions
underlying IV estimators.
We found no clear relationships in functional deficits, activities of daily living, and
relevant clinic conditions with ACE/ARB choice after discharge and local area ACE/ARB use rates
after stroke (Table 9). Rates of delirium during the inpatient stay and prior acute kidney injury
were found to be related to ACE/ARB use after discharge. Several average values of vital signs
and laboratory results differed between CKD patients using and not using ACE/ARBs after
stroke discharge (Table 10). Patients using ACE/ARBs after stroke had higher blood pressure
levels, higher LDL levels, and higher international normalized ratio (INR) values, but higher GFR
levels. The differences in blood pressure, LDL, and INR values indicate that patients using
ACE/ARBs after stroke have higher general mortality risk, whereas lower GFR levels indicate
lower mortality risk. As a result, the bias implications for the regression estimates for CKD
stroke patients in objective 2 are unclear. In contrast, only differences in average LDL levels and
pulse were found between patients grouped by local area ACE/ARB treatment rates. These
results suggest that the risk of bias for the IV estimates for CKD stroke patients in objective 2 is
minimal.
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Limitations
Study abstractors found little consistent information in the charts with respect to
measures of stroke severity. We originally asked abstractors to find and document use in the
charts of standardized stroke severity scores that have been used in previous prospective
clinical studies, such as the Modified Rankin Score or Barthel Index. Unfortunately, pilot testing
revealed that these standardized scores were almost universally unreported. We attempted to
isolate the conditions that underlie these measures in the charts. However, uncertainty remains
as to whether individual conditions not reported in a chart did not actually exist for a patient or
were simply not specifically recorded in the charts at individual institutions. For example, we
feel confident that patients reported in the charts as having “problems with self-feeding”
actually had these problems. We cannot be certain, though, because of reporting differences
across institutions, whether patients who were not reported to have “problems with selffeeding” did not have these problems. As a result, our results are conditional on the assumption
that chart-reporting differences across institutions are not correlated with ACE/ARB treatment
choices or local area ACE/ARB prescribing rates.

Future Research
Abstractors reported substantial variation in the quality and extent of information
available in the charts across institutions. Future research requiring data abstracted from
patient charts across institutions perhaps should also include measures of chart
“completeness” to help ensure that conditions observed for a patient are recorded.
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CONCLUSIONS
Helping patients make patient-centered treatment decisions requires treatment effect
evidence aligned to the circumstances of individual patients. This evidence must include
relationships between alternative treatments and the array of possible outcomes that can
result. Outcomes can be beneficial to the patient (eg, increased survival or cure rates) or
detrimental (eg, increased adverse event risk, pain associated with actual treatment, direct
treatment costs, time required for treatment). Analysis of observational data is suggested as an
approach to find treatment effect estimates across patient circumstances and across outcomes.
Observed treatments found in these databases are not the result of randomization, but rather
of choice. Real-world treatment choices often involve complex assessments of the expected
effects of treatments across outcomes. This study demonstrates that failing to account for this
complexity when interpreting treatment effect estimates using observational data could lead to
clinical and policy mistakes. Our simulation models showed that, if treatment choices reflect
expected effects over more than one outcome treatment effect, estimates can provide
evidence as to whether treatments were overused or underused in the study population. We
also showed that these estimates are very sensitive to the distributions of treatment effects
across outcomes in each study population. As a result, researchers and policy-makers should be
extremely cautious about generalizing estimates from a single study population to other patient
populations. These findings were demonstrated in our assessment of the effectiveness of reninangiotensin system antagonists (ACE/ARBs) in secondary prevention for Medicare stroke
patients with and without CKD. We found that the survival effects of ACE/ARBs clearly differed
between CKD and non-CKD stroke patients. It would be a mistake to generalize the results
found for non-CKD stroke patients to CKD stroke patients or to apply the estimates from the
entire stroke population to either subpopulation. Higher ACE/ARB use rates for non-CKD stroke
patients were associated with higher 2-year survival rates. These results suggest that policies to
increase ACE/ARB use rates for non-CKD stroke patients should be considered. In contrast,
while the negative survival estimates for patients with CKD were not statistically different from
zero, they were statistically lower than the estimates for non-CKD patients. Therefore, policies
to promote increased use of ACE/ARBs should be limited to non-CKD stroke patients.
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